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Y 011ng Wild West's Lariat Swing
OR, ARIETTA AND THE BROKEN BRIDGE
By AN OLD SCOUT
spread all around that ther Big G Ranch was
raided by Buckskin Jack an' his pals. Ha, ha,
ha! That sounds good, don't it, boys? I tell
Camped r.ear the mouth of a narrow gully late yer what, but we've sartinly made a big reputain the afternoon of a day in September a few tion since we've been around 1these parts."
years ago, were three men who might ha~e been
"Yer sartinly have, Jack," Oily Bi.II answered
cowboys, if their rough attire and careless man- with a smile that showed an even row of teeth
musTheir
ner indicated anything in particular.
under his shaggy mustache. "If we keep it up
tangs had been tied with long lariats so they ther way we've been goin', in about six months
grew
that
might graze upon the luxuriant grass
from now I reckon we kin take a trip ter Frisco
along the edge of a shallow stream, and a frying- an' have a high old time. I was lookin' in ther
a
pan and tin kettle, with some blankets and
piece of lookin'-glass I've got to-day, an' I made
couple of bags that contained provisions, con- up my mind if I spent about an hour with a
stituted about all they had with them. A glance barber an' put on a stylish suit of clothes I'd be
at the faces of the trio might have satisfied the somewhat of a good-lookin' galoot. That1s what
observer t}_tat they had been us~d to roughing it, I, mean ter do when we strike out from here. If
and had httle regard · for anything like law or I ve got a few thousand in my pocket, I'll show
order. The fact was that the three · men bad yer how ter cut a dash. I'm a regular dude an'
drifted from the right path until they had be- I always was what I took a notion ter be." '
come outlaws.
"Shet up, Oily, the man called Kicker Tom
None of them had reached the age of fifty and spoke up, with a laugh. "You're always talkin'
all had put in more or less years at cattle herd- about bein' a dude. I don't think you would look
ing. They had committed many robberies, and a blamed bit better than I would if I was ter
had been hunted until they had come to believe visit a barber shop an' put on a fine -suit of·
that they were invincible, for never yet had they clothes."
been taken by the sheriff or his men. As we find
"I ain't sayin' that I would, Tom," Oily anthem they are planning to make a raid on a swered, as he gathered together a few twigs and
ranch that lies something like ten miles distant placed them in a heap so he might kindle a fire.
from the spot where the.y had camped. The leader "Any man looks a whole lot better when he's
bore the name of Buckskin Jack, while his com- fixed up. Jest look at Jack now. Did yer ever
panions were known as Kicker Tom and Oily see a finer shaped man than he is? He stands
Bill.
full six feet, has got broad shoulders an' a
"Well, I reckon yer may as well start a fire, waist that any man might be proud of. Of course
from
arose
he
as
observed,
Jack
Oily," Buckskin
• them reddish whiskers he's got on his face could
the log he had been sitting upon for the past few be took off, an' then he would be mighty handtohand
on
something
got
minutes. "We have
·
some."
night, an' as soon as it gits dark we kin set out
leader
the
retorted
Bill,"
Oily
that,
of
"None
busi_;
ter
right
git
kin
we
That don't mean that
good-lookin'
ness when we git there. But we'll have ter take sharply. "You never mind how
am., You go ahead an' git ther coffee boilin'.
a little look around afore we make ther raid
from ther steer
I reckon. This raid is goin' ter be a quiet one' We ve got some of that meat left
slice off some of it
too, boys. We're goin' ter play a part to-night'. we shot yisterday, so you kin too.
It's your week
We happen ter know that Pete Farrel got paid an' igit it ready for broilin',
this mornin' for a big bunch of cattle an' tha.t for doin' ther cookin', so go ahead an' don't do so
he's got ther money in his house. We' want ter much talkin'."
The ~ork of preparing the evening meal went
git that money to-night, 'cause he might take a
notion ter ride ter town to-morrow an' bank it. on _rapidly now. Oily Bill certainly knew his
I reckon ther money will do us a whole lot mor e busmess, for as soon as the coffee began to boil
good than it will ther bank. We'll clean out !r. the kettle he spitted three steaks, and, handFarrei to-n ight, an' then to-morrow it will be mg t hem to his companions, said:
CHAPTER I.-The Three Outlaws and What
They Saw.
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"I should say so," .was the reply.
"Now then, go ahead an' broil your-own meat.
They remained there until they saw the two
That's ther way I believe in doin' it. If yer
wait for me we can't all eat together. Another girls and the Chinaman move away to the right,
thing is if they don't get done exactly right you the former holding their guns so they m~ht be
have got no one ter blame but yourselves. I ready'to shoot when the quail, which they were no
doubt after, arose. The Chinaman walked leislike mine a little juicy."
the
"We all like 'em that way, I reckon," the leader urely on behind, plucking the feathers from was
retorted, as he took the steak and stepped up two birds th11t had already been shot. Itthree
not very far that the girls went before the
to the fire.
It happened that they had but two tin cups in villains saw them raise their guns to their shoulthe shotthe party, so when the steaks had been broiled ders. The rifle cracked first, and then
From
and the coffee was ready, only two of them could gun sounded, both barrels being fired. and
his
drink at a time. But this was managed all right, · where they were hiding Buckskin Tom
came down
and with hard biscuits they had with them they pals could not see whether any birds
with
made quite a meal. By this time the sun was or not, but they all wondered if the girl wing.
well down in the west. It had been a rather the rifle could possibly shoot a bird on the brush
"Come on, boys. Let's git over into ther
warm day, and as the cooling breeze blew through
the gully and fanned them, the three villains an' foller 'em up," suggested the leader.
Both nodded assent, and the next minute they
nodded to each other and then sought easy positions so they might have a smoke to help digest were moving cautiously along and soon reached
hand.
the food they had eaten. They had not remained the patch of brushwood that was close atable
to
that way more than five minutes when two shots Once there they crept along, being quite
conceal themselves from the view of the girls and
rang out in quick succession close at hand.
a
"Thunder! What's that?" exclaimed Buckskin the Chinaman. When they had gone perhaps
and
Jack, as he leaped to his feet and ran for his hundred yards three more shots were fired,
they hurrifle. "Some one is putty close by. I wonder if then having reached a patch of timber,
ried into it and ran swiftly along in the direction
they could. _have been shootin' at us, boys?"
shots came from. When they came to the
"No," retorted Oily Bill, in a decided tone of the
of a little clearing they found the Chinaman
ed:ge
voice. "Them two reports was made by a shot- coming out of the sagebrush with half a dozen
gun. Somebody fired both barrels. Most likely more quail.
they was shootin' quail. I noticed a lot of 'em
"Pretty good shots, I reckon," observed Oily
around as we rode over here."
were wash"I think it was a shotgun, too, Jack," Kicker Bill, rubbing his hands as though ·he
ing them, and nodding his head in a vigorous
.
Tom spoke up.
manner. "I wonder if ther gal with ther rifle
"Well, maybe it was. If that's ther case. I
brought down any of them quail."
reckon we had better see who's around here."
"Most likely, or she wouldn't be shootin' at
So saying, the villainous leader of the outlaw
There she
trio started along a steep bank, so he might get 'em," the leader retorted. "ButI hello!
reckon she sees
a clue of the person who had done the shooting is moving off to ther right.
without being seen himself. He did not have somethin'."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when
to go more than a couple of hundred feet before
he came in sight of two young girls and a ·China- two quail arose almost simultaneous ly from the
·man, who were standing at the edge of a regular brush. The girl threw the rifle to her shoulder
thicket. The Chinaman held a couple of birds in a twinkling, and, taking a quick aim, pulled
In his band, and as Buckskin Jack watched him the trigger. Then 'the three villains ~aw one of
be saw· him point over to the right, no doubt the birds tumble to the ground.
"Well, boys," said the leader, lookin,g at his
meaning -that the rest of the flock had flown- in
companio:is and shaking his head. "that's more
that direction.
It's
"Well, by ginger!" Buckskin ;Jack exclaimed, than either one of us could do, I reckon.
knock a
his e)'l!s openin,g wide. "What putty gals! Why, mighty few I've ever met who Icould
reckon we've
they can't be more than sixteen or seventeen qukil down with a rifle bullet.
out of ther or7ears old, either. But jest look at 'em! They're struck some"thin' that's a little
·
togged out in ther kind of finery what will wear, dinary line." .
"I reckon we have," Oily Bill answered, again
too, an' one has got a shotgun an' ther other a
rifle. Ther Chinaman ain't got nothin' ter shoot rubbing his hands and nodding.
Kicker Tom was watching the girl, ·and he
with, so I s'pose they must have brought him
his companions said. Sudalong ter carry ther game. But see here! it ca11't scarcely heard what excitedly:
,
be that them two gals an' ther Chinee are here denly he exclaimed,
"Look there l There's a couple of boy showin'
alone There must be others close by. Maybe
·
we'll have a chance ter git hold of somethin' in up over ther hill yonder."
Sure enough, two boys who were attired in
ther way of money an' jewelry. Sich gals as
them oughter sartinly have jewelry. But what fancy hunting suits of buckskin were seen ap~
good lookers they are! One is a blonde, an' ther proaching. One of them had a wealth of light
r:,her a brunette. Ther blonde for me, though, chestnut hair hanging over his shoulders, while
the other had his hair cut short. Neither of them
cause she's sartinly a little daisy."
By this time the leader's two pals had joined had reached the age of twenty, and the one with
him. They had remained silent while Jack was the long hair looked even young'er than that as
watching and muttering to himself. But when he drew nearer.
"Well, this beats me!" exclamed Buckskin Jack,
he had finished, Oily Bill leaned over ,and whisshaking his head in a puzzled way. "Two boys
pered:
an' two ,g als an' a heathen Chinee. What kin
"Somewhat surprisin', ain't it, Jack?•
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they be doin' around here? An' why are they
fixed up with sich fancy huntin' rigs, I wonder?
Who kin they be anyhow?"
"Jack," said Kicker Tom, shaking his head
solemnly, "I've sorter got an idea who them folks
are."
"Yer have, eh?"
"Yes, I have. If I ain't mistaken, that boy
with ther Jong hair is Young Wild West, ther
Champion Deadshot of ther West."
"Oh, ye1· think so, eh? Well, I've heard of
that y~mng galoot. What makes yer think it's
him, To ?"
"Well from what I heard a miner say somethin' like six months ago, it must be him, ~cause
that's about ther way he described him. Jest seP.
him, will yer! He's jest about as supple as a
catamount, an' he's handsome, too, if I know
what a handsome young fellow is."
"Yes, he's a mighty good-lookin' kid, all right,"
Oily Tom admitted. "There! he's talkin' an'
laughin' with ther gal with ther blonde hair.
Most likely she's his sweetheart."
"\.Vell, we'll soon find out, for they're goin'
away now. Let's foller 'em."
It was Oily Bill who suggested this. As the
girls and their escorts started to walk away a
t1uail which must have been hiding in the brush
suddenly arose within a few yards of the hiding
trio. The girl with t!Je shotgun turned instantly,
and the dou,}>le-barreled gun flew to her shoulder.
Bang! As the report rang out Oily Bill uttered
a cry of pain, for one of the shots ha"!t hit him
on the cheek, though not hard enough to imbed
itself in the flesh. The quail dropped, however,
and then before the villains fairly realized it, all
five of the strangers came running hurriedly toward them.
"They heard that yell of yours, Bill!" excla ed
Buckskin Jack, angrily. "Let's git out of here,
' or we might git into trouble."
"Trouble?" was the retort, as the man rubbed
his cheek hard as though trying t!i find if he
had been wounded or not. "I reckon we ain't
afraid of that bunch, are we?"
"All right, then. ,ve'll see what happens."
The boys with the long, light hair was in the
lead now, and, revolver in hand, he rushed up
to the 'place where the three men were in hiding.
"Hello, strangers!" he said, as coolly as though
he had expected to find them there. "What is
the matter? Did any of yoµ get shot?"
"I got hit by one of ther shots from that gun
ther gal fired," Oily Bill answered boldly, as he
arose to his feet. "Kin you see the·r mark on
my cheek?"
"Yes, I can see the mark, all right. But since
you are not badly hurt, I reckon it will be all
right. You shouldn't hide around in the bushes
when there is any quail-shooting going on."
"What's that yer say, you.ng feller?" Buckskin
Jack demanded, as he arose and stepped toward
the boy, at the same time frowning darkly. "I
reckon we've got a right ter hang around in ther
bushes if we want ter. This is a free country,
ain't it?"
VI "Yes, I think it
is. But see here, my friend,
aon't go to getting angry about this thing. It
was an accident."
"Accident, eh? Well, ter square things, you
jest hand over what money you have got."

As quick "as a flash Buckskin Jack leveled a
revolver at the boy.

CHAPTER II.-What Young Wild West Did to
Buckskin Jack.
"Hold on, mister," said the handsome boy in the
buckskin suit, acting as though he was very
much frightened. "Don't shoot. How much money
do you want?"
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Buckkin Jack, as he
Jowered his revolver, "I thought I'd fetch yer.
Since there ain't no justice of ther peace anywhere about here, I teckon we've got ter take
ther law in our own hands. One of them gals
shot a gun an' one of ther shot hit my pard on
ther face. I reckon you have got ter pay for it,
all right.!'
"'Vell, how much is the damage?"
"How much do you think yer oughter git for
that· shot what hit your face, Bill?" the leader of
the trio asked, turnin,g his head.
"Well, fifty dollars oughter be about enough,"
was the reply.
"Well, 1l'm willing to give you fifty dollars,"
and · as the boy spoke he placed his hand ~t his
hip pocket as though to draw forth the money.
But instead of doing this he grabbed the butt of
the revolver that hung in the holster at his side
and leveled it at Buckskin Jack with amazinFquickness. At the same instant the other boy s
hands went up, and there was a gun in each of
them.
"I've changed my mind," the dashing looking
young fellow with the long hair said, with a
smile. "I reckon I won't pay for the damage that
was done to your pard's face. Just step out of
theoushes so we can get a better view of you.
Get a move on you now. If you don't somethingwill happen."
The three villains were dismayed.
"Hold on, kid!" said Buckskin, uneasily. "!
was only foolin' with yer. Yer don't s'pose we
was goin' ter take fifty dollars fo r any little
thing like that, do ~·er? We was jcs, tryin' ter
scare yer, that's all."
"Never mind about that. Just step out of the
bushes. If you don't I will put a bullet through
your heart. I mean what I say."
There was a dang.erous glitter in the boy's
eyes now, and looking at his companions in a
helpless sort of way, Buckskin Jack stepped slowly from the bushes and walked out upon the
level ground close to those who were standing
there waiting for him. The other boy was keeping his eyes on Kicker Tom and Oily Bi1l, and
they must have realized that they had no chance,
so they slowly followed their leader.
"Joke, eh?" and the young fellow who had
turned the table so suddenly laughed heartily,
•·well, I reckon you will think it a joke before
we are through with you. Now, just line up
there and hold your hands above your heads. Do
as I say."
1
As this command was given, Buckskin Jack
scowled. It was evident that his courage was
coming back, and that he meant to put up a tight.
"Kid," said he, in a surly tone of voice, "this,
has gone about far enough. "If you can't ta~&.;
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a joke I'll tell yer plainly that I ain't goin' ter
stand for any more of this."
"Well, if you don't stand for it you will lie
down, that's all."
"I will, eh?"
The villain made a desperate leap, and endeavored to knock the revolver from the boy's
hand. But he was no t nearly quick enough. The
agile youth stepped nimbly aside, and then struck
out with his right fist with powerful force. The
blow landed under Buckskin Jack's ear, and with
a grunt he fell sprawling upon the ground.
Meanwhile, th-e two girls had brought their guns
to bear upon the other two outlaws, so they
simply stood there with pal"e faces and remained
perfectly silent.
"Jim," said the boy with the long hair, nodding
to his youthful companion, "I reckon we had better take these villains to the camp. We ·haven't
had anything to amuse us for two or three days,
and urobably Hop might furnish us a little entertainment now. He can make· these fellows his
victims, of course."
"Just as you say, Wild. I'll relieve them of
their hardware, so they won't have a chance to
play a trick on us."
"Oh, such fellows as they are could never play
a trick on us. They might try it, however, so go
ahead."
"I'll take care of the two guns this fellow has,"
the golden-haired ,girl spoke up, and she quickly
stepped over and relieved Buckskin Jack of his
weapons.
Completely dazed by the blow he had received,
the villain lay upon his side, and he did not
offer to move until after the girl had stcped back
with the brace of revolvers she had relieved him
of. Then he looked around in a sleepy sort of
·
way, and finally sat up.
"What did yer hit me with, kid?" he asked,
looking rather confused.
"Why, this," and the boy showed his clenched
fist.
"Thunder! It felt as though a club hit me
behind ther ear. That was an awful jolt yer
give me."
"Well, would yer like to have another one on
the otl1er side of your head?"
"I don't believe yer could give me one there,
not if I was ready for it."
•~You don't, eh? Well, just get up and I'll
soon show you. I promise you that I won't hit
you anywhere else but under the right ear. I'll
do it with my left fist, too."
The spunk had not been altogether taken out
of Buckskin Jack, for he arose quickly, and shaking himself after the fashion of a dog just emerging from the water, he placed himself in a boxing attitude.
"Come on," he said, "I'll soon show yer that
I'll make mince-meat of yer, kid. You hit me
when I wasn't lookin'. You can't do i-t ag'in,
that's sartin."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when
the boy made a quick faint with his right. Buckskin" Jack put up both hands to shield himself
from the blow he expected was going to land.
Then as quick as lightning the left fist of the
athletic youth swung hard and landed directly
ur!der his right ear. It was a crushing blow, too,
and once more the leader of the three outlaws
. •h><>"P'Pl'PO ann went rollinir uoon thP. !!:round.

"How does that strike you?" came the query,
ar the victor in the brief boxing match stepped

forward and bent over the prostrate form.
But Buckskin Jack did not _hear his words, for
he was completely knocked out. The second blow
following so quickly after the first had temporarily stunned him, and he lay there like a dog,
his mouth open and his eyes staring at the sky
above.
"Say!" said Kicker Tom, in a tone that
trembled slightly, "ain't you Young Wild West,
ther Champion Deadshot?"
"Well, if it will do you any good to know, I
will tell you are perfectly right. I am Young
Wild West. That is the only name I ever knew,
and if it doesn't sound just right to your ears,
I can't help it."
"Oh, it sounds all right," and Kicker Tom turned and nodded to his companions, adding: "I
told yer so, Bill. It ain't no wonder that Jack got
his medicine. This boy is a regular terror. I've
heard he kin lick ten b1g men, an' do it without
turnin' a hair, too."
"You have heard all that, have you?" Young
Wild West asked, the smile b1·oadening on his
handsome face.
"Yes, that's what I've heard."
"Well, you mustn't believe all you hear. I will
say, however, that I think I could easily whip
the three of you if it came to the point. It
wouldn't make any, difference whether you used
your fists or your guns, either. I don't know
b.ut that-- I'd be willing to have a try with you
with hunting knives. I think if I had anything
like a fair chance I could soon fix the three of
you. Suppose we try it when your pard comes
to?"
"Not with me," declared Kicker Tom, shaking
his · hand decisively. "I don't want no trouble
with you, Young Wild West."
"An' I reckon I don't either," Oily Bill spoke
up.
"Well, alr right, then. Suppose you try and
revive Jack, as you call him."
Kicker Tom at once turned his attention to the
prosb:ate man. When he had lifted his head the
villain opened his eyes, but stared blankly at the
face he saw bending over him.
· "Do you feel better, Jack?"
"I don't feel nothin'," was the faint 1·eply. "Did
ther boy hit me unper my right ear, as he said
he would do?"
"He sartinly "did, Jack. It was a stinger, too.
He let· his whole weight go with it, an' the1· way
you went down reminded me of a tree that was
took down with a gust. But say! there ain't
nothin' wonderful about it, after all. He's Young
Wild West, jest as I told yer."
"He is, eh? Well, he'll be sorry he ever hit me
like that. I'll have satisfaction for it if it takes
me ther rest of my life."
"No threats, please," said Young Wild West,
shaking his finger at him warningly. "You may
be sorry for what you say. I am not throlligh
with you yet, you know. Just get ui:f now, and
move lively, too. I think you can walk all right."
Kicker Tom must have thought it advisable t
get the man upon his feet quickly, for he fairly
lifted him to an upright position. But the leader
of the trio was still very weak, and he could
hardlv stand alone.

.
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"Get on the other side of him," Young Wi·ld
West said, turning sharply to Oily B.Il. "Then
you folJow the Chinaman. Our camp :s not far
from here, and we want to have a little fun with
you before we let you go."
"Won't you let ~P on us?" Kicker Tom asked,
un easily.
"You heard what I said, I believe. The best
t hing you can do is to obey."
"Oh, we'll go," cried Kicker Tom, excitedly.
"You have got ther best of us, an' we've got ter
do what you say, that's all."
"You seem to be the only one who has any
amount of sense," Young Wjld West answered,
with an approving nod. "Now for· the procession. Go ahead, Hop. Take the~ to the camp,
and then I want you to get ready for a little fun
with them. I dDn't care how roughly you treat
them, either."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came the reply from
the Chinaman, and off he went, carrying the
quail the girls had shot with him.
So much has been written about Young Wild
·west, the Champion Deadshot and well-known
Boy Hero of the West, that it is not necessary
to ,g ive any further description. The other boy
was Jim Dart, one of the partners who traveled
~ with him on his horseback trips throughout the
wildest parts of the West in search of ~ortune
and adven ture. The golden-haired gii-1 was our
hero's sweetheart, Arietta Murdock. A1 · etta had
b een born and reared in a wild p ortion of Wyoming during the troublous times with the Indian s,
so it was not surprising that she was qµite able
to shoot a quail on the fly with a rifle. The other
girl was Eloise Gardner, who was the sweetheart
of Jim Dart, and the Chinaman was Hop Wah,
,sometimes called Young Wild West's Clever Chinee. This was because Hop was a very clever
magician and fond of, practical joking, while"at
t he same time he always knew just what to do
when it became necessary for him to act quickly.
It made little difference to him whether the situation was a· serious one, or exactly the reverse.
"Comee light along, so be," he said to the three
prisoners. "You velly· nicee Meli can men. Me
•
likee you, so be."
Over a little hill they went, and then the camp
of our friend was disclosed close under a perp endicular cliff, where there was a s.tream of
water flowing.
"Hello! what's all this?" a tall man with long,
black hair and mustache asked, as he arose from
a rock he was sitting upon when he saw that his
friends had three pri soners. This man was Cheyenne Charlie, the other partner of Young Wild
West. He was an experienced scout and Indian
fighter, and since he had decided to be a follower
of the dashing young deadshot, he had been a
faithful friend, indeed, always ready to fitght and
elp -Wild, as the boy was familiarly called, in
anything he undertook.
A rather pretty young woman who had been
sitting near the scout arose, too. She was Anna,
his wife, and the look of surprise on her face
when she saw our hero and the 1·est returning
with the three prisoners told plainly that she
h ad not dreamed of any one being so close by. Another Chinaman was at the camp, but he was
busy kindling a fire to prepare the evening meal,
and he appeared to pay little attention to any-
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thing that was going on . This wa s Wing Wah,
a b rother of Young Wild \.Ves .,'s Clc!ver Chinee,
though entirelv u nlike him as far as fun-making and cleverness was concerned. But he was
a good cook, and that was why he was kept in
the young deadsho/s employ.
"Where did you ketch ther sneakin ' coyotes,
""ild ?" Cheyenne Charlie asked, as he stepped
forward to meet them, while a grim smile showed
upon his tanned arid weather-beaten face.
"Oh, just the other side of the hill, Charlie,"
was ~he repl_y. "They were watching the girls
shootmg quail from the bushes, and when Eloise
:(ired a shot at a bird which arose just as we
were about to leave t he place, it seems that one
of the shot hit this fellow on the cheek."
The boy pointed to Oily Bill as he spoke.
"I see. I s'pose it made him sorter mad didn't
'
i.t?"
"Yes, it certainly did. He let out a yell which
we heard plainly, so we at once started' to see
who was there. Then this fellow" pointing t o ·
Buckskin Jack, "who seems to b~ the leader, told
me t~at ~ wo~ld have to pay, for the damage done
to his fnend s face by the single shot."
"He did, eh?". and the scout laug'h e~. !qudly, as
thou~h he considered that a very coi)1-ieal pro- ·
'
·
ceedmg.
"Yes. The injured man thought fihy dQJlars
would be about the...i:ight sum, too. But , Chiu·lie
Jack, as they call him, pulled a gun on 'me whe~
he demanded the money."
"Ther sneakin' coyote! He had ther nerve ter
do that, eh?"
"Yes;but _when he thought I was afraid of him
he lowered 1t, and that was a bad thing for him
to 11do. You can gu~ss what happened." .
Yes, I reckon I km. He sorter looks as though
you hit him a couple of times."
"';l'hat's just right, Charlie. I gave him one
behmd each ear. He wasl\'t satisfied with the
first, you know, and challenged me to give him
another. He igot it, aJl right."
"Say!" spoke up Buckski'n Jack, "this thing
has gone far enough. You had better let us go
on about our business."
"I believe you said something like that before "
the" young deadshot answered, as he looked ~t
him ·keenly. "Now you take my advice and don't
say it again: When I get ready to let you go
I'll tell you."
. The villain said not another word, but shrugged
his shoulders and looked at his partners uneasily.
"Now then, Charlie," said Young Wild West
nodding to the scout, "we are going to have a lit~
tle fun with these three fellows. I am well satisfied that they are scoundrels. I think you can
tell that by their looks. I am going to let Hop
amuse them a little, and then we'll make them
light out in a hurry."
"Good enough!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed.

CHAPTER Ht-Hop _uses A Little Electricity.
Buckskin · Jack and his pals had not the least
idea what was going to happen. However, they
remained perfectly silent, and when Young Wild
West commanded them .to move over to a small,
open spot that was directly in front of the two
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tents that had been erected there by our friends,
they obeyed.
.
"Sit down," said the boy, in his cool and easy
way. "You may as well take it easy. Our clever
Chinee will now entertain you for a while, and,
as I told you a minu,te or two ago, you can then
light out."
Then turning to the Chinaman, who had made
himself famous for his clever magic tricks, the
boy added:
"Now then Hop, get ready. I want you to
give these feliows a good surprise. It makes nQ\
difference whether the tricks you will perform are
cld or not. Probably they will be new to. them."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the Chmaman
smiled .blandly. "Me ~!lee ledd:V:, so be. . Me velly
smartee .Chinee. Me makee mcee Mehcan men
velly muchee laughee."
.
The three men sat flat upon the ground, facing
the Chinaman and the rest of our friends. ~he
girls were sitting be_fore ~he _tent they occupied,
and they were watchmg with mterest, though the
sleight-of-hand tricks Hop performed_ were m_ostly old to them. The Chinaman hastil:v: ran mto
the larger of the tent, which was oc~up1ed by the
male members of the party as sleepm~ quarte!"s,
and when he came out he carried a fl1_msy :-vhite
gown in his hand. It looked ~omething hke a
veil a bride might wear, only it :"as larg_er.
"Now len you watchee " he said, noddmg to
the three h~lpless spectatbr:r'. "Me showee you
ye!ly nicee lillee tlick."
He whirled the flimsy piece of material hE; had
brought forth over his head two or three times,
and caused it to spread out like a huge fan. Then
he suddenly let it drop over him, and he stood
enveloped within its folds.
-.
"Me allee samee likee um ghostee, so be," Hop
declared, as he nodded his head :::ind ?miled.
.
The three villains were growmg mtE;rested m
spite of the situation they were placed ·m. They
looked at the robed figure intently, hough there
was no doubt there was a feeling of uneasiness
upon them'.
.,
{
"You see me?" Hop asked.
"Yes I reckon I do," Kicker Tom answered.
'',All~e light. Pletty soonee you no see me. Me
velly smartee Chinee."
.
Directly over him was the spreadmg branch of
a tree. But no one, even Young Wild West,
suspected that a tiny silken cor4 was conne~ted
with the thin robe Hop had on him and the hmb
above. But such was indeed the case. Hop had
anticipated producing a brand-new performance
before Buckskin Jack and his pards had been
captured. His famous disappearing trick was to
be brought in with it, however, so, unobserved
by any one, he thrust his hand from_ out of the
folds of the gauzy gown, and, turmng aro~nd
slowly, he sprinkled a handful of some brownish
powder upon the ground.
"Nowlen, you watchei;," he said? again nodd_ing.
"Misler Charlie, you allee samee hghtee um cigar
for me, so be. Me no wantee ketchee on fire."
He thrust a cigar from under the folds as he
spoke, and, with a grin, iliE; scout. took it and
quickly struck a match and hghte_d it. When he .
got it going nicely he handed it \ back to the
Chinaman.
·
.
"Me likee smokee velly muchee, so be," he said,
as he squatted close to the gi:ound.

But it was not smoking that he wanted to do
just then. He wanted the cigar lighted so he
might touch it to the powder he had strewn about
him in a circle. As he squatted down he touched
the lighted end of the cigar to the powder, and
then slowly arose. Almost instantly there was a
hissing sound, and then he was enveloped in a
cloud of smoke.
"Hip hi!" he called out. "Me allee samee go
uppee velly muchee high."
The smoke went straight upward since there
was no breeze stirring, and when the three men
-saw what seemed to be the form of the enveloped
Chinaman ascending with it, they were amazed.
"He's goin' up, all right," cried Oily Bill, excitedly. "Jest look! He's right up in ther tree
now. See! By ginger! if he m't flying' away
Ii ke a rocket, I'm a liar!"
Sure enough the gauzy robe had reached the
limb, and then suddenly it darted toward a tiny
clump of trees a few feet distant and disappeared
from view. The smoke did not last very long,
and when it died away the space where Hop had
been standing was vacant. It was quite natural
that Buckskin Jack and his two pards should
think that the Chinaman had really ascended
into the air and then flown away. The face<:1 of
the villains were very pale now, for it seemed
that they were of a superstitious nature, and
when tl1ey saw a Chinaman arise into the air
and fly away right before their eyes, it was more
. than they could comprehend.
"Well, what do you think of our clever Chinee?" Young Wild West asked, as he smiled at
them.
"Where's he gone?" the leader of the trio asked,
rather faintly.
"Not very far, I 1·eckon. He will be back presently:"
The boy had scarcely spoken the words when
a shout was heard from the bushes probably a
hundred feet distant, and then Hop, enveloped in
the gauzy robe, was seen walking slowly toward
them.
"He's come back!" exclaimed Buckskin Jack,
turning still paler. "That's what I call wonderful, boys!"
"I reckon we don't want nothin' ter do with
that Chinee," Kicker Tom declared, shaking his
head.
·
"No; he's a re,gular witch," Oily Bill added.
"Say, Young Wild West!" and he turned to the
young deadshot appealingly, "let us go now, won't
yer?"
"Nbt quite yet," was the retort. "We want to
give you a good entertainment first!'
Meanwhile, Hop walked slowly until he reached the , spot where he had been standing when
the disappearing act occurred, and bowing to his
three spectators, he threw off his robe and said:
"Velly nieee lillee tlick, so be."
There was no reply to this, though they gazed
at him in a sort of awesome way.
"Me velly smartee Chinee," went on Hop, as he
proceeded to carefully fold the flimsy garment.
He kept folding and rolling it up until he ha ·l
it in a very small bundle, and then he coolly
walked to the tent and returned it to the place he
had taken it from.
"Now len," he said, as he returned puffing
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calmly away at the ciga r the s_cout had lighted Charlie roared, wh en he found the use of his
tongue and arose to his fee · .
for him, "me showee you another lillee tlick."
'"Whatee mattee, Misler Charl:e? Me no tellee
Hop had a brand-new one up his sleeve, and he
seemed to be much pleased at what he was going you to dance," he said, put ting up a bluff.
"You played a trick on me, Hop," was the
to do, for his eyes twinkled in a way that caused
Cheyenne Charlie to look for something ,great. angry retort. "vVhat did yer do, anyway? Yer _
Th~ fact was that the clever Chinee had pur- made me feel as though a million _pins an' needles
chased a galvanic battery at the last big town was runnin' through me."
"Lat allee light, Misler Cha rlie. Me wantee
they stopped at. Hop again went into the tent
and returned with what seemed to be an ordinary makee um thlee bad Melican me.n allee samee
traveling bag that had been put to hard usage. dancee."
"Well, yer made me dance, too, an' you kin bet
A t one end of it there was a small handle protruding, but he set it upon the ground so no one your life I'll get square with yer. I'm goin'
observed it. Then he opened the bag and took ter take yer by ther pigtail an' drag yer around
from it a coil of what seemd to be very stiff cord. among ther rocks until I've knocked youi· brains
But it was r eally wire, which was ·connected with out, that's what I'm goin' t er do."
He made a leap for the China ma n but Hop was
·
the oatter y.
"Misli r Charlie," said he, "you takee lis in you expecting it, and picking up the grip, he made
light hand. Len you ket chee um hand of lis a dart for the tent.
"Hold on, Charlie," Wild spoke u p, a s he caught
man," pointing to Buckskin Jack.
"All right, Hop," and the scout grinned, not t~e excited scout by the shoulder, "just wait unthis. This is a
dreaming that he was to be made a victim of til we find out what caused all us."
brand-new one Hop has shown
the joke.
"A brand-new one, eh?" the scout said, as he
The Chinaman then stepped forward and caus- looked at the young deadshot in a puzzled way.
ed the other two to g r ip hands so a complElte
Then he began bending his fingers and feeling
circle would be formed. The handle that W{).S of himself a s though he thought there was some-~
attached to another wire was brought forth from thing wrong about his whole per son.
the grip, and it fell to the lot of Oily Bill to
"I have an idea what it is, C,harlie," Wild went
take this in his hand.·
on with a smile. "Hop has been putting a little
"Now len,' Misler Charlie," said Hop, smiling electricity in you, I reckon."
blandly, "me allee samee makee um thlee bad
"Electricity, eh? I've heard somewh at about
Melican men dance. Y 6u holdee velly muchee that thing. But where did he get it from ?"
tight, so ley no tly to lun away."
"Well, I suppose he must have it in that grip
"I'll hold this one, an' you k'in bet on it," Char- he had out here."
lie answered, smiling grimly. "But I don't know
"Well, I'll git that grip an' soon make mincethat he'll hold on ther next one."
meat of it, then. He ain't goin' ter put no more
"He holdee fast allee light," Hop answered, electricity in me."
confideRtly. "Now len, me makee dancee."
"Hold on, Charlie. Probably he made a little
With his left hand he drew forth the big, old- mistake. Just wait until we have made an inat
it
pointed
and
carried
he
fashioned six-shooter
vestigation. Come here, Hop."
Kicker Tom.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the meek reply,
"Danceel" he called out, suddenly, and then and then Hop came forth from the tent, acting
with his right hand he began turning the little much like a child that was about to receive punhandle at the end of the 11:rip.
ishment for some offense.
"Just explain what you did to Charlie and the
"Wow!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie, throwing up
his arms but not letting go his hold either upon three outlaws," the boys said, coolly.
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me allee samee buy
the handle at the end of the wire or Buckskin
um lillee box whatee gottee lightning in, so be.
Jack's hand.
"Murder! " yelled Oily Bill, as he began twitch- Makee velly muchee fun. Me no showee till lillee
while ago. Me velly solly Misler Charlie gittee
ing convulsively.
"Dancee I" cried Hop, swinging the muzzle of hurtee. Me no thlinkee lat. Me wantee him to
holdee um bad men, so ley no lun a way."
his revolver before all four of them.
Hop spoke so innocently that Charlie was half
Then he turned rapidly, and the scene that
ensued was ridiculous, to say the least. At first incline"d to believe him. But our hero and the
Young Wild West and the rest -did not compre- rest knew very well that the clever Chinee had
hend what was going on. But when they saw put up a job,on the -scout, and they could not
Hop working his hand so rapidly, it flashed upon help smiling.
· "It's all right," said Charlie, a fl.ash in his eve
them th at it was a galvanic. battery he was operating. The th r ee villains certainly danced for that meant that he was not satisfied. "But I'll
all they were wor th, and so did Cheyenne Charlie. get square, you yaller heathen. You jest wait."
Satisfied that it would be useless to let Hop
So strong was the cur rent the Ch.inaman turned
upon them tha t they could not let go, try as they go any further with his tricks just then, Wild
might. Perhaps he gave it to them a little too walked over to the three outlaws and said:
"Well, I reckon you snea~ing coyotes can go
strong, for suddenly Oily Bill uttered a yell and
fell to the ground in a heap. This broke the .now. Probably we will see you again, and if we
efrcle, for his hand became released from the man do, I will see to it that you get a worse dose the
nc-xt to him. All dropped to the ground, includ- next time. Now then, light out."
The three seemed to be glad to get away, for
ing the scout, who seemed to be dazed more
they hurriedly left the spot. When they were
than he was angry.
"What did you do, you slant-eyed heathen?" perhaps a hundred feet away, Wild fired three
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"Well, all right, then," and Oily put on a solemn
air and arose to his feet. "Go ahead with your
game."
"Oh, I don't know as I've got sich an awful
lot ter say, after all. But I ill say this," and
the leader arose to his feet and placed the forefinger of his right ha:nd in the palm of his left,
Farrel's
to
Go
Villains
CHAPTER IV.-The
as though he was going to lay it down straight,
~anch.
"Young Wild West has got ter die."
"Of course. We've all got ter do that some
Buckskin Jaf!k and his pards were greatly re- time."
lie:ved when they got out of sight of the camp of
It was Oily Bill who said this, and there was
Young Wild West. They kept on running until a ,grin on his face as the words came from his
they finally came to their own camp, a nd once lips.
there the leader gave vent to a sigh of relief
"He's got ter die inside of two days-I'll put
and droped upon a rock near the fire, which still
smoldered. Oily Bill dropped upon the ground it that long," went on Buckskin Jack, not paying any attention to the interruption. "I mean
and Kicker Tom followed his example.
"Well," said the latter, after a few seconds of ter feller him up till we git a good chance, an'
silence, "what's the matter with you fellers, any- then that meddlesome boy an' his two pal'ds ha;;
got ter go under. I'm well satisfied that it would
how?"
"What's the matter with you?" Jack grunted, par, us ter do it, even if we didn't have no grudge
half angrily. "Can't yer see that I ain't feelin' ag in 'em. They've got a lot of money with 'em.
an' you kin bet on it."
in a good humor jest now?"
"Don't you think it would be a little dangerous
"Well, I think you oughter be feelin' in a
to tackle Young Wild West when he's got that
mighty fine humor."
smart Chinaman around?" Kicker Tom asked,
"Yer do, eh?"
."Yes. We're back here in our camp, ain't we?" d<111btingly.
"Well, I reckon a bullet would go through that
"That's right, Jack," spoke up Oily Bill. "We
got out of our difficulty, an' we're all right ag'in. heathen jest as much as it would thl'ough any
I s'pose we oughter all feel putty good over it." one."
"Well, maybe that's ther way with you .t wo fel"Oh, yes, there ain't no doubt about that,
lers, but it ain't with me," Buckskin Jack de- though it does seem mighty stl'ange that any one
clared, as he knitted his brows and looked quite a;; kin go up in thel' air in a cloud of smoke an'
angry. "Maybe you kin forgive Young Wild fly for fifty or a hundred yards could be killed
West for doin' what he done to yer, but I can't. by a bullet."
That's ther difference, you see."
"Well you leave that to me. I'.11 take a chance
"Well, I don't know as we've got ter forgive on it, any1:iow. But see ~ere, it's most likely that
him," Bill answered, slowly. "But that don't Young Wild West an' his crowd will stay right
stop me from feelin' good at gittin' away from where they are till mornin'. That means that
him."
we'll have ~ good ch~nce ter ~oller 'em when they
"Nor me, either," Tom added. "Yer may as leave. We ve got a httle busmess on hand which
well ,give in, Jack. Yer know blamed well you ain't goin' ter be stopped on account of 'what's
feel a good deal better than yer did when that happened in ther last hour. We're goin' over to
Chinaman was makin' yer jump- around from ther Big G Ranch an' git what money there is
that electricity he had in ther grip-sack."
ter be found there. We want ter do it without
"\Vell, I s'pose I might as well agree with yer,_ gittin'
caught, too. Well, after we do that we'lt
then, pards," Buckskin Jack answered, as though Cf?TI?e righ~ back ~ere an' git in a good sleep. I
it cost him an effort to say the words. "But see am t afraid that Young Wild West w11l come
here, you don't think for a minute that I'm goin' ~neakin' ~round here ter bother us. Of course,
ter let ther thing go as it is, do yer?"
1t wouldn t do for us ter sneak around his cam ·j
"Of course not. You won't be satisfied until either, 'cause most likely there'll be some one ~~
you have broken every bone in Young Wild ther watch all ther time. They'll be lookin' for
West's body."
us ter come around there to-night, that's sartin.
"Well, I don't know as I'll go as far as that.
~ut we ·:vo~•t go.. TI;at's ther ~my we'll f 0ol
But I'll tell yer what I am goin' ter do."
cm. We 11 Jest wait till they strike out in ther
"What's that?" Oily Bill inquired, just as
an' then we'll keep on follerin' 'em till
tliough he had not the least idea of what was mornin',
we &"!t a chance tef clean 'em up good an' proper.
coming.
Thats about all Ive got ter say jest now."
"I'm goin' ter put him out of ther world."
"vY"ell, th,~t- all sounds putty good," Oily Bill
that?"
do
ter
goin'
yer
are
How
"Ohl
If you want 1t done quick you kin
"Don't ask so many questions, you fool!" snap- admitted.
'
ped the leader. "There's more than one way of bet I'll stick to yer, Jack."
"So will I," spoke up Kicker Tom.
killin' a cat, ain't there?"
"Why couldn't you talk that way a t first'.''"'
"Yes, that's right, but Young Wild West ain't
asked Jack, as he took off his hat and looked
a cat."
"He's about as quick as one, though," Tom at the hole that had been put through the c:::i wn
by the bullet from our hero's revolver.
ventured, with something like a grin.
"Well, what's ther use of bein' mad about some
"If you two galoots kin sober down an' git
sensible for a little while, I'll do some talkin' ," things that happen?" Kicker retorted with a
Jack observed, after looking at them in silence faint smile. "When yer come ter look at this
for a moment. _
piece of business, it wasn't so bad after all. We

shots, and sent a bullet through each of their
hots. This caused them to run faster than they
had done in a lon.g while, no doubt, and when thj!y
finally disappeared behind a clump of rocks, our
hero felt satisfied.
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where clumps of bushes and groups of pines were
plentiful. For a.bout five miles they rode on,
"Of course we wasn't. Only it put us down and then they came to the bridge they had spoken
i;;utty low, that's all."
of. Buckskin Jack made sure that the ends were
• - "Well, look at ther entertainment we had," Oily fasten ed good, and then he mounted his horse .
...._ Bill ventured. "We seen somethin' what we
"Now then, boys, this ain't ther first time we've
Pever seen afore, an' I reckon we danced as we ever crossed this br idge," he said in a low tone
never did afore, too. But that wasn't all. One of voice. "Our horses are not used to it, but
of Young Will West's pard got ther same dose as yer want t er keep perfectly still, 'cause if one
we did. That was what I call ther funny part of 'em happens ter get frightened about halfway
of it. It must have been that ther heathen had over, he might take a notion ter step off, an' then
a grudge ag'in him. My! but wasn't that some- there would be a fall of about a hundred feet an'
thin' when that elect r icity was goin' through us? some mighty sharp rocks ter land upon. But
I felt as though my ribs was goin' ter snap in I've got nerve enough ter ride over this bridge,
two, an' my legs kept flyin' so fa st that I couldn't an' I reckon you have, too."
keep my fe et on ther ground. We must have
The fact was that the villains possessed horses
looked wha t some folks would call ridiculous."
that were well trained, so the leader did not
"That's a mighty good word, Bill," Kicker Tom hesitate to ride upon the bridge. It swayed conobserved, with a igrin. "I remember of ]:learin' siderably under the weight of man and hqrse,
tl'tat said once when I went ter school. I went but the sure-footed broncho picked his way across
ter school when I was a boy, you know."
and soon reached the other side. Oily Bill came
"Maybe yer did, but I reckon you never learned next without mishap, and then Kicker Tom folmuch ."
lowed.
"Well, that wasn't ther teacher's fault, anyWhen in about the center of the frail structure,
how. Sometimes I wish I had learned more than w_hich was not more than twenty feet in length,
what I did."
his horse made a misstep, and the bridge swayed
"Stop this foolin', boys," said the leader, pe1·- violently,
suasively. "Ther sun has gone down, an' it will
"Look out there, Tom!" Jack called out, sharpsoon be git tin' dark. We may as well think ly. "What's ther matter?"
·
about what we'r e goin' ter do to-night. We're
"It's all right," was the reply. "One of them
goin' over ter Pete Farrel's, an' that's all the1·e sticks must be a little slippery. Here I come."
is to it. When I plan a raid, I always make it a
The broncho came on over, and soon reached
point to carry it through,'or know ther reason the solid 1g round. Kicker rode along with his
two companions until they had dismounted near
why."
They all sat down by the fire and waited for a rise. Then they saw an almost level stretch of
the shades of night to gather. In half an hour grazing land before them, and in the starlight
it was so dark that a few stars could be seen they could see a light glimmering something like
r
glimmering in the dark-blue canopy overhead. a mile and a half ahead.
Then Buckskin Jack arose to his feet and went
"Come on, boys, we'll ride up to that little
to where his horse was grazing, carrying a sad- orchard at ther left of ther house an' leave our
dle and bridle with him. His pards took the hint horses there. Then we'll sneak up to ther house
and soon the three horses were ready to mount an' take a look inside. Yer want ter remember
that . this is goin' ter be sneaky work. We're
and ride away.
"Are yer goin' ter have a look at Young Wild • goin' ter clean out Pete Farrel's house without
West's camp afore we go, Jack?" Kick
om lettin' no one know it. That's ther best way ter
do it, 'cause then they won't have no proof as
asked.
"Not by a jugful," was the reply. "I think ter who done it."
too much of my life ter go sneakin' around there
They let their horses walk rather slowly until
·est now. But that's all right. They'll stay they reached the orchard, the edge of which was
right there till mornin', I'm sar tin. It ain't likely within a few yards of the house. Dismounting
they know there's a ranch close by. We'll take they tied their horses to the trees, and then crept
ther short cut to-niight, an' go over ther bridge silently through the dark shadows until they
that's swung across ther chasm. I happen ter reac.hed the side of the house where there was a
know that ther bridge is strong enough ter carry window. The room was lighted brightly, but
nothing daunted, Buckskin Jack crept up and
one of us at a time."
"Oh, yes, it's all right for that, that's sartin; raised his head · above the window-sill. As he
but we!ll have ter let our horses go at a walk looked inside he gave a violent start, and then
hurriedly rejoined his companions, who had haltwhen we're goin' across," Oily answered.
ed a few feet behinQ. "\Vell, come on, then."
"Jumpin' cats I" he exclaimed, in a hoarse whis"Say!" said Kicker Tom, suggestively, as he
was about to mount his horse, "don't you think it per. "What do yer think, boys? Young Wild
would be a good idea ter take our belongings West is inside I"
with us?" It might be tha t we won't want ter
come right back to this place."
All were agreed upon this plan, so it was not
CHAPTER V.-Our Friends at the Ranch.
long before they had gathered up their few belongings. The articles were strapped on behind
It occurred to Young Wild West that it would
the saddles and then the trio of outlaws mounted be right and proper for him to find out where
and rode slowly through the ,gully. On through the camp of the three outlaws was, so they had
the gully they rode until they finally left it be- not been ,g one more than five minutes when he
hind and went up a long slope of rocky ground, turned to his companions and said;
\1,re?"
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"I reckon I'll follow those f ellows and see
where they go to. It is quite likely that they have
a camp somewhere close at hand. Just what they
are doing here in this lonely part of the country
I ca n understand. It may be that there is a little
town or ranch somewhere close by."
"Right yer are, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie answered, with an approving nod of his head.
"Shal1 I go with yer?"
"You ·can if you wish, Charlie."
"All right; then. You kin bet I'll go."Bidding the others to rell¥lin right where they
were until they came back bor hero started off,
followed by the scout. They went along cautiously,
and it a very short time they came in sight of
the three villains who' were sitting around the
fire which had nearly died out. Young Wild
West smiled when he saw how dejected the leader
seemed· to be.
They remained there for fully ten minutes,
taking in all that was said, and rather enjos,ing
it. But when they learned that Buckskin Jack
and his pards were going to rob a r anch, they
decided that they must prevent it. They made
their way back' to the camp, and as soon as they
got there our hero turned to the two Chinamen
and said:
"Now then, you two heathens get busy and
take the tents down. We are going to move from
here."
"Going to move from here, Wild?" the young
deadshot's sweetheart spoke up, in surpri se.
"Yes, there is a ranch i,omewhere close at hand,
and I reckon the quicker we find it the better it
will be. The three scoundrels we had here a
little while ago are going to rob it to-night. They
are going to wait until it is dark, and then ride
over and try and steal what money there is in
the house without letting any one know of their
presence there. It is for us to get to the ranch
first, and then when they come they will receive
a mighty warm :teception, I reckon."
Meanwhile our hero and his partners saddled
the horses, and when everything was in readiness
they all mounted and rode away from the spot
they had decided to camp .upon over night.
Straight for the hill .they made their way, and
reaching the top, our hero shaded his eyes with
bis hand and looked around. Off to the south
he could see a big herd of cattle grazing so it
was easy for him to guess that the ranch lay in
that direction. But the sun had 1gone down now,
and ,it was difficult to -see as far as ten miles.
However, the boy p_resently made out what he
decided to be a house and other buildings some
five miles distant from the herd of cattle. As he
watched closely he saw smoke r ising, and then he
knew he was right.
"About due south," he said, turning to his compa,nions. "Did you see anything, Charlie, in that
direction?"
"I reckon I see it now, Wild. There's a ranch
there as sure as guns," was the reply,
They rode down the hill and soon reached the
comparativel y level grazing lands that lay below,
Then they rode on at a pace that was about ae
fast as the pack-horses could go without exertinl{
themselves too much, and gradually they neare<t
the. herd of cattle. They passed around the herd1
1md then after coming from behind a patch or
timber they saw the house ancf buildings belong-

ing to the ranch faintly in the rapidly gathering darkness. T en minutes later a light was
shining almost directly ahead of them. They
knew it came from the house, so they rode on
well satisfied with having changed their pro:
gramme. It was quite dark, and the stars were
shining brightly overhead, when they ;rode up . to
what seemed to be a well-kept ranch. Some one
had heard them coming, too, for as they came to
a halt at the front of the house a man ran out
and exclaimed :
Lookin' for some place
"Hello, strangers!
ter stop over night?"
"That's right, my friend," Young Wild West
answered, as he dismounted and walked over to
the man. "Are you the owner of this ranch?"
"Yes, young feller, I'm Pete Farrel, an' this is
ther Big G Ranch."
"I am glad of that. We were anxious i:o get
here as quickly as possible. We heard three
scoundrels talking about your ranch. They mean
to come over here and' rob you to-night."
"What's that'!" and the ranchman looked surprised. "Come here, Melfndy," he called out
'
tcrriing toward the house.
A middle-aged woman at once came running
toward them.
"What do yer think of that, Melindy?" the
ranchman a sked. "You heard what this young _
feller said, didn't yer? "
"Yes, I heard him, Pete," was the reply. "Three
scoundrels comin' here to rob us to-night eh?
.
'
Who kin they be?" •
"Well, I don't'know any three men around here
what's up to sich business as that but Buckskin
Jack an' his pards, but I heard over to ther settlement yisterday that they had skipped out for
other parts. But maybe that's wrong an' they're
still hangin' around. Well, let 'e~ come. I
re~,k on we'll ~e prepared for 'em, all right."
Why don t yer ask ther strangers in ther
house, ~ete?" the woman asked, after a pause.
She did not seem to be a bit alarmed over the
fact that thieves had planned to rob the house
but was anxious to show the hospitality of th~
• As the girls dismounted she ran to them
ra
and greeted them in a ver y friendl y way.
"Before we accept your invitation I think it
would be better to let you know who we are"
said our hero. "Charlie, I will leave it to you id
introduce us."
"All righ~, Wild,". the scou~ answered quickly,
and then with an air of considerable importance
he went through the formality of introducing all
hands, taking Wild first, of course.
"Well, this is what I call great!" Pete Farrel
exclaimed, as he gr-ipped our hero by the hand
"Ther Champion Deadshot of ther West ha~
thought enough of us ter pay us a visit. I reckon
you'll stay a little longer than yer intend ter
Young Wild West. You're welcome tar stop
our house jest as long as yer Iiwe. We're always
mighty glad ter have visitora 1 an' tar be honored
by a visit from you is sometnin' that makes me
feel proud."
"Hold on, don't throw any bouquets, Mr. Farrel," the , young deadshot answered, with a laugh,
''You may have he11rd a whole lot about us that
has been exaiggerated somewhat, - We are only
ordinary people, after all, and we want to be re~arded as such. Just because we have a way of
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riding about the country and getting into --trouble
every now and then, don't say that we are anything wonderful. Of course, we are always ready
to punish wrong-doers and to ]felp . fight outlaws
and bad Indians. But that is a sort of second
nature with us, I suppose."
"Well, it's a mighty good nature, then. If
there was a whole lot more like you I reckon
this country would soon be rid of ther scoundrels
what's to be found all over. Come right on in."
"Well, the girls can go in, but we will put our
horses away if you will kindly show us where
there is a shed or some place."
"I've got a better place than a shed for your
horses, Young Wild West. You come rifht with
me. My stable is a good big one, an the1·e's
room for more borses than what you have got.
I'll show you a place where you kin put your outfit under lock an' key, too. I ain't got ther best
ranch in these parts, but I'm proud ter say that
I run mine in putty good shape."
"Well, we had better hurry a little, for I have
an idea that the ~three scoundrels are close at
hand now. They might have taken a shorter cut
than we did to get here."
"Where was they when you seen 'em last?"
the ranchman asked, as they were leading the
horses to the stable.
Wild told him just about where it was.
"At ther mouth of a gully, eh? Well, I'll tell
yer. If they wanted ter git here putty quick
they could ride on through that gully an' then
git over a deep chasm by a bridge which is across
it. I helped make that bridge, 'cause it was a
short cut for ther boys ter git after stray cattle
when th"y got among ther hills. Accordin' ter
what you say, they must have been about seven
miles from here, while ther way you come was
more than ten."
"Well, we heard them say they were not going
to star t until it got dark."
"Is that so? Well, they're on ther way now,
tben. We've got plenty of time. We'll jest git
ther horses away, an' then we'll all go in ther
house an' let 'em come, I s'pose you're mi.g hty
anxious ter git hold of ther ga loots."
"Well, we had hold of them onee, you know, but
we let them go. You see, we didn't kn ow that
they intended to commit a r obbery t o-night. If
we had we might have made them prisoners and
brought t hem here to you."
"I see. Well, it's all right. I'm goin' ter leave
this thing ter you, I ain't a fr aid but that I
could take care of ther house all right, after
lmowin' that they was comin' here. But you're
goin' ter be t her boss in this busin ess, Young
Wild West ."
_
A s soon as they made t he horses comfo.-table they all retur ned to the house. an! found
the g irls g etting along nicely with M ··. ;s"r,rn l ,
who proved t o be a grea t t alker. 1-:"l,; sk,wed
plainly t hat sJre wa s delighted to l,r.v" c:a .pany.
Arietta had t old the woman ail !, e ;.r - about
the purposed r obbery, and wl.en > :- ~
that
Mrs. Farrel di d not seem to be fri~!,:.t : :, ·l much
about it, she decided that she was tn~ d
" :::ort
·who a rc used to t he dangers t ha •-~ of:L•'1 oc:,11·
in t hat pa, t of the West.
.
SatLfied that it would n ot be very Jor;g before
tlic t h ree cutlav:s would rea ch the ho use, Wild
thought it best t o be prepared for t hem.
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"Boys," said he, turning to his two ,,partners,
"I reckon you had better go outside and be on the
watch. I don't suppose you will object to doing
this, so I will remain here and have a chat with
Mr. and Mrs. Farrel."
Neither Cltarlie nor Jim objected, for they
weer always ready to do anything the youn,g
deadshot- ;;;aid or suggested. They quickly went
outside to lie in wait for the scoundrels. ,
Wing . was getting drowsy, so the ranchman
told the two Chinamen there was a nice bed in
the garret where they could spend the night.
"Me wantee go sleepee now, so be," Wing said,
rubbing his eyes.
"All r~ght. You come right with me, an' I'll
take yer uo there in a jiffy."
The ranchman lighted a lantern, and then
opening a door at one side of the kitchen, a steep
flight of steps was disclosed, He led the way
upward, Wing following.
But Hop did not seem to be inclined to go to
bed just yet. He looked at our hero and said:
"Misler Wild, me likee stay light here in um
kitchen, so be. Me no sleepy."
"All right. But I want you to be very quiet.
We expect the three rascals you played the trick
on to come around here for the purpose of robbing the house, you know. They are liable to
come at any time, so that means that you must
be quiet."
·
"Allee light, Misler Wild.
Where Misler
Charlie and Misler Jim?"
•
"They are outside watching for the three men."
"Lat velly goodee. ~ Me go watchee, too."
"Well, you can do'i:hat if you like."
"Me ketcliee allee light. Me shootee led fire
velly muchee quickee."
"Well, don't do that until we have got them,
for if you do they will have a chance to get
away."
"Me undelstand, Misler Wild."
Then Hop quickly left the house and went outside. In a few minutes the ranchman came down
from the attic, and then he went into the sittingroom with our hero. Meanwhile, Mrs. Farrel had
been hunting about for some old papers and
books, and she had the table in the center of the
room pretty well filled with them. The girls
were looking them over, and the woman seemed
to be thoroughly enjoying it. Wild and the ranchman sat down at the table, too, and soon both became interested in the books and papers. It was
no t very long before a lou.d report sounded outside, and then a series of yells sounded. Young
Wild West leaped to his feet and ran for the
door.
"I reckon they've got the thieves," he exclaimed.
\

-

.

,

CHAPTER VI.-Buckskin Jack Is Captured, But
Escapes.
As Young Wild West leaped from the porch of
the h ouse he was m et by Cheyenne Charlie, who
was dragging a struggling man in that direction.
"'ve go t one of 'em, ,vile!," the scout said. "I
don 't know how Jim made out; But that blamed
fc ul of a Hop had ter g;o a n' shoo t off that big
gun of hi s jest a s we h a<l ther three of 'em dead
ter r ights. Th is i s ther leader, all right, an' I
rec-kon Jim will git ther other two, 'cause he
went after 'em like a streak of li,ghtnin'."
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"Take him right inside, Charlie. I'll go and git away every time. There ain't no one as kin
exactly say that they seen yer rob any one, but
help Jim."
As the boy started to run toward the trees that there's enough as knows in their own hearts that
were so close to the house, the clatter of hoofs you're guilty oi a whole lot of sich work. I
suddenly sounded. Then two shots were fired. reckon when we git you into ther calaboose it
He ran on through the orchard, \nd soon came won't take long ter git a judge an' jury ter try
yer. If you don't hang inside of two days, I'll
upon Jim Dart, who had turned to come back.
"It's too bad, Wild," Jim said, as he :cecognized miss my guess."
This struck the prisoner with terror, and he
the young deadshot. "Hop spoiled it. We didn't
know he was outside here at all, and jest as we began pleading like a thoroughly frightened child.
sprang upon the three men who had come up But his words fell upon deaf ears, for there was
close to the house he fired a shot and sent a not one present who had ·the least spark of syµi.streak of red fire straight up in the air. Charlie pathy for him.
"I'll iget a couple of the boys ter go over with
was a little quicker than I was, for he was a
little in advance of me, and he caught one of the m(' ther first thing in ther mornin' to ther setscoundrels. The others ran for their lives, and tlement;" the ranchman spoke up. "We'll soon
it was so dark under the trees that I couldn't have this feller locked up, an' I'll make a charge
tell exactly which way they went. The first ag'in him what will hold him there, too."
"All right, Mr. Farrel," Wild answered, noithing I knew I heard them galloping away. They
got their own horses and took the one that be- ding approvingly. "You can take him over in
longed to the other fellow too. There was no the morning, while I will go out with my partners
chance to catch them without a horse, so I was · ir. search of the other two. The chances are they
just starting to come back and let you know what won't go very far without their leader."
The ranchman scratched his head and tried to
happened."
"Well, this is what I call too bad," our hero think of a good place to put the prisoner until
said, shaking his head. "Where is that fool of a morning. · After a while it occurred to him that
the smoke-house, which was located about a hunChinaman, anyhow?"
"Me light here, Misler Wild," came a voice dred feet from the dwelling, would answer the
·
from the darkness, and then the form of the purpose.
clever Chinee .suddenly appeared.
"This is built of stone," he said, when he told
"What did you fire that shot for, Ho-p?" Wild ·wild about it, "an' there's a good ·strong door
'
mantled ste{nly.
on it an' a padlock. I reckon if he was tied up
"Me thlinkee evelythling allee light, and me puttr igood, he wouldn't stand.no show of gittin'
wantee makee um bad men dlop to um glound, out.'
so be. Len Misler Charlie and Misler Jim ketchee
"Just the place," the boy answered. "Just get
velly muchee easy.!'
a lantern, and we'll soon see to it that he is
"Well, you see what happened. They didn't placed there. Charlie, you get a rope and tie
drop to the ground. They went away instead."
him up."
A rope and lantern were quickly procured, and
"Lat too bad, Misler Wild. Me velly solly."
Our hero saw there was no use in upbraiding then after he had knotted the man's wrists and
him for the mistake he had made, so he said noth- wound the rope about his body several times, the
ing more. Reaching the house he. found the cap- scout decla1·ed that he would be all right, but
tured villain sitting upon a chair, his face very that he would see to it that his ankles were tied,
pa\e and a frightened look in his eyes. It was too, before the door of the smoke-house was
Buckskin Jack who had been caught, as the locked. In spite of his protestations and pleadings, Buckskin Jack was dragged out to the
scout had said.
"Well, how do you feel now, you sneaking coy- smoke-house and tumbled into it. This done, the
ote?" our hero asked, as he paused before him door was shut and locked.
"I reckon he'll be safe until mornin', 'cause he
and looked sternly at him. "You didn't do the
can't work his way through ther stones ther
trick, after all, did you?"
"l wasn't goin' ter do nothin' wrong," came the smoke-house is built of," Farrel declared, as they
turned back to the house.
reply, as the man cringed before his gaze.
"Wild," said the scout, after they had been in
"That· will do. Don't tell any more lies. I
want you to understand that Cheyenne Charlie the sitting-room a while, and the topic of conand I followed you when we drove you from our versation had turned upon other things, "s'pose
camp, and we heard what you were talking about. Buckskin Jack's pards should come sneakin' back.
There is no use in trying to deny what you are They might git him out of there."
"That is true enough, Charlie. Perhaps a
accused of any further. We heard you plotting,
watch should be kept."
ttles it."
and that
"Well, it ain't likely they would come back yet
"Well, I may as well own up, then. But since
we didn't do no robbin', can't yer let me go? If a while, anyhow, so if you say so, I'll go out
yer do, I promise you that I'll never show up in when twelve o'clock comes an' stay till two. Then
Jim kin take a turn an' wait till daylight. By
these parts ag'in."
"You'll go right ove1· to ther settlement an' that time you'll be up, most likely."
"All right, Charlie, I think that a good plan.
be put in ther calaboose," the ranchman spoke
up, his eyes flashing with anger. "I knowed pu_tty We'll do it."
"S'pose we have a four-handed game of domiwell who it was when Young Wild West said
there was three scoundrels comin' here to-night. noes?" sugigested Farrel, as he began lifting the
You an' your pards is putty well known around books and papers from the table. "Ther gals kin
here, Buckskin Jack. You have been goin' it set over there by ther mantel an' read their books.
putty st~ong, an' you have been lucky enough to Miranda, light another lamp."
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The ranchman's wife prorpptly arose and did ther outside. But I never thought th~m , two
a<s di;rected. Then the girls moved from the table galoo'. s would dare ter come back here."
and Wild and his partners sat down tg ·play
Though he was somewhat nettled at what had
dominoes with · the ranchman. Wild and his happened, our hero never once lost his composure.
partners knew the game pretty well, so more to He decided that the best thing to do now was
please him than anything else; they agreed to to get a good sleep, and then strike out the first
play. Meanwhile the girls had become quite in- thing in the morning on the trial of the three
terested in reading, while Hop had sneaked off in outlaws. They all entered the house, and Farrel
a crestfallen manner to the attic to join his was induced to g·o to his room. Then our hero
brother and put in a night's sleep. The ranch- · and his companions squght theirs, and soon the
man proved very clever at the game, for he won house was left in darkness.
more -games than either of our friends. They
kept at it until the hour of eleven.
The girls had retired by this time, and so had
CHAPTER VIL-Buckskin Jack Gets Arietta.
the ranchman's wife. Then it was that Farrel ·
brought out a bottle of liquor and invited our
The girls in the airy chamber they occupied
friends to drink. He was surprised when he
found that neither Wild nor Jim ever took any- - heard the noise that was caused by the· excitething strong. But the scout accepted his invita- me;nt .over the escape of the leader of the trio
tion and things went along nicely. They kept at of outlaws, but could .only conjecture as to what
the igame until a few minutes before twelve, and had happened. However, no one came to call
then with a chuckle of satisfaction Farrel arose them, so they did not leave the room at all.
Arietta was the most troubled of the three, and
and put away the dominoes.
she did not sleep very well during the night.
"I'm ther champfon yet," he declared. "That's Just as it began to grow daylight she arose.
putty good, Young Wild West. I thought you She made little or no noise, so did not arouse
would beat · me, 'cause you kin do almost any- Anna or Eloise.
J;hing better than any one else kin."
"I know that somethin,g happened last night
~
"I don't know about that," wa& the smiling re- after we retired," she thought. "It must be that
tort. "Probably you play the game of dominoes the prisoner escaped. I won't feel satisfied until
a great deal more than I do."
I go out and look."
..
·
"Well, I always play ever¥ time I git a chance."
No one was stirring as yet, but Arietta did
"You're ther champion, all right, boss," the not mind this in the least. She had her revolver
scout said, and then turning to our hero, he ill the belt, which she had not failed to put on
added: "Now, then, I reckon I'll go out an' see before leaving the sleeping room. Anyhow, she
how our prisoner is makin' out. Give me that did not fear any danger, since she had not the
key, boss."
least idea that the outlaws would pe in the vlcin,
Farrel handed .him the key, and Jim Dart ity. She walked back through the kitchen and
. then told Charlie he would come and relieve him opened the door, and then stepped outside Into
at two o'clock, after which he· followed our hero the cool morning air. She knew where Buckskin
to the room they were to occupy for the night. Jack had been placed by Wild and his partners,
Wild and Jim .i.ust entered the room when Char- of course, and when she located the smoke-house
she did not hesitate to walk toward it. It was
lie came running in excitedly.
""Hurry up, boys!" the $COut exclaimed. "Buck- llght enough for her to see when she reached it
skin Jack ai~t in ther smoke-house. He's got that part of the little structure had tumbled
down.
.
away."
.
"Ah!" she muttered under her breath, "I knew
They followed Charlie outside, and when_ they
reached the smoke-house they found that a por- what had happened. , The outlaw made his 118"
cape, but Wild did not think it necessary to 1~1!
tion of it had been tumbled over. This had been u~
know what had happened . " No doubt he
dc.ne from the outside, too, for they could see thought
we were a,11 asleep, and didn't care t9
where the stones had been loosened and pulled
awaken us. ~ell, r am satisfied now. But let
away.
'
-..
me see," and she took a step n·earer and peered
"What's ther matter?"
into the opening that had been broken down by
It was the ranchman who asked the question those who had rescued Buckskin Jack" from hii.
as he came out half-dressed, and looking much temporary prison. There was a smoky odor
surprised.
that came to her nostrils, but there was nothing
"The prisoner has got away, M1·. Farrel," our inside but . the blackened walls of the little in,
hel'O answered, •coolly. "Your smok ouse don't closure. Drawing her skirts about her tightly,
amount to much for a jail."
she stepped inside, no doubt as if she wanted tQ
"Well, by thunder! Who would ever have find out how it felt to be inside a prison that
thought it? How did he git , untied ?"
had held a very bad man the night before.
"Oh, the chances are that his pards came and
It was not a pleasant sensation, for the odol'
got him out. He couldn't have ,got free from was disagreeable, since many times a fire had
the; rope after Chal'lie once tied the knots. It's been kindled in the smoke-house for the purpose
all our fault. We should have been more care- of smoking meats. She turned to go out, and fl.Iii!
ful and kept a watch from the time we put him she did so she was astounded to see Buckskin.
in there."
Jack standing before her, a revolver in hi11 hal\d,
"Well, I'm awful ~orry, but I did hink that There was an evil igrin -0n his face, and as he
smoke-hou se was a putty strong place ter put pushed the muzzle of the weapon close to her
him. Of course, if· any one came /along they face, he exclaimed, in a low but harsh tone of
'
could easy push some of thel' stones· loose from voice:
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"Make one little outcry an' it will be ther last
thing you do on earth, gal. I reckon I didn't
CQme back here for nothin'."
But Arietta was not the sOf.'t of girl to faint
from fright.
"You villain!" she exclaimed. "How dare you
threaten me? And right within a few yards of
where Young Wild West is."
"That's all right, gaL You jest keep still.
Don't yer say another, word, or I'll shoot yer jest
as sure as ther sun will rise putty soon. I'm a
bad man, I am, an' I wouldn't care no more
about puttin' a bullet through you than I would
about shootin' a rattler. Now then, you jest
step out of here, an' remember what I've said.
Ii you value your life, you'll keep still."
Arietta shrank back and said:
"I will not move a step. Dare lay your hands
1)11 me and I witl utter a shout even if you do
make good your threat. I am not afraid to die,
you scoundrel."
"We'll see about that. You can't bluff me,
miss. Come here, boys. Here's Young Wild
West's gal. I couldn't tell which one it was
when I seen her go in here, but I thought it was
her. We're in luck, we are."
He did not turn his head when he said this,
but Arietta heard quick footsteps behind him,
and the next instant the two companions of Buckskin Jack were peering in at her. Both leered
at though the sight of the girl in the faint light
of the early morning was more than pleasing
to them.
"Are you goin' ter kill her, Jack?" Oily Bill
asked, jokingly.
"If she opens her mouth an' yells out, I am,"
was the reply. "This ain't no funny thing,
either," the leader added, harshly. "Xou don't
s'pose I'd stop a minute about killin' her, do yer?
Why, if she was to yell, Young Wild West an'
his pards would be out here in a hurry. Ther
or.ly way I could git satisfaction, then, would be
ter shoot her dead, an' you kin bet I'll do it, too."
"I am not going to cry out," Arietta hastened
to say, for she now felt that the villain would
not fail to keep his threat if she did.
"Well, jest come on out, t hen, an' save ther
trouble of makin' a fuss about it. We've got
yer, an' that's all there is to it."
The girl had been doing some rapid thinking
in the brief inter·val that had elapsed since the
appearance of the villains, and she decided that
it would be best to humor them until the time
came for her to act in a different way. Reluctantly she stepped through the opening and stood
before them.
That shows you're a sensible gal," Buckskin
Jack observed, never once dropping the revolver,
which he held on a line with the girl's heart.
"Yer didn't tl:\ink we would come back here, I
s'pose. But ybu don't know us, gal. \Vhy, we
ain't give up ther idea of r,obbin' ther house yet.
· We're goin' ter git all ther money what's in
there, an' we're 1goin' ter kill Young Wild West
an' all ther rest of 'em, too. It was lucky for you
that you come out so early. If you had stayed
in there you would have got ther same dose. But
now you have got a chance ter live."
"A chance to live?" the girl asked, keeping
very cool. "'What do you mean by that?"
"Why, don't yer know, gal? We're goin' ter

set fire to ther house right away, an' then we'll
hide, an' as fast as any one comes out, we'll
shoot 'em. It don't make no difference whether
they're men, women, or boys. They've all got
ter go under. That's what we're gion' ter do for
what happened last night. Young Wild \Vest
an' his pards wa:, putty cl1wer. They caught me,
but they didn't ketch my two pards. I don't li~e
anything like that, an' I won't be atisfied till
!\re had my revenge. I1on't yer s'pose I know
it won't be healthy for any of us ter stay around
here after what's happened?
""Won't Pete Farrel go an' tell who it was what
was goin' ter rob his house last night? \Vell, if
Fanel an' a ll ther rest happen ter die, there
won't be no one ter tell about it. Oh, I know
,vhat I'm doin', gal. I wasn't born yisterday. I
reckon I've got a little sense left, if I wasn't
born with a whole lot. I've learned considerable
since I've been livin', an' I'm learnin' more every
day. \Ve're -goin' ter make a clean haul, 'cause
after we snoot them what runs out, we'll have
t;me enough ter ransack ther house. Now then,
you'll have ter let· us tie your hands behind yer,
an' put a gag in your mouth. We can't run no
chances. But j est remember what I said a little
while ago. If you make one little scream I'll put
ai, end to yer."
Arietta turned and looked toward the house.
She wondered if Wild was astir yet, but felt
that she dared not call 0ui; to him. But the
three outlaws dicl' not delay any. Kicker Tom
quickly produced a big bandana handkerchief.
Then he demanded of Arietta her own handkerchief, which she reluctantly gave him. This he
rolled into a ball and forced between her teeth.
The bandana then was tied over her mouth, and
all chance of calling out was shut off. Oily Bill
then helped Tom io tie the girl's hands behind
her, and this being done, she was helpless.
"Come, gal," said Buckskin Jack, roughly, as
he took her by the arm. "It's gittin' lighter
every minute, an' ther first thing you know some
one will be up in ther house. We want ter set
fire to •it afore that happens. YQ_u come over
here."
She was half dragged into the orchard, which
was so close to the rar.ch house. Then she saw
three horses tied to trees.
"Put her on my horse, boys," the leader said
ii, a business-like way. ''I'll jest tie her ther~
&o everything will be all right for u s ter ride
away when we git through with our job."
In spite of the resistance she made; Arietta
was lifted upon the horse. She was slung over
as though she had been a sack of meal, and
then they passed a r ope around her and tied
la be impossible for her to slip off.
her so it
After making sure that there was no chance of
her getting free, Buckskin Jack muttered somethmg to his compal),ions and then the three left
the orchard and made their 'way stealthily toward the house. The girls made a violent struggle, and the horse moved uneasily.
She did -her best to cry out, too, but the handkerchief had been thrust into her mouth so se:uable to make a sound that
curely that she wa
could be heard more an a iew feet. After what
seemed to be a long time to her, a sharp cry
sounded, and then the crack of a revolver 1·ang
out. The next instant two men came rushing
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into the orchard. She tul'ned her head so she
could see them, and when she saw that one of
them was Buckskin Jack, she knew that it was
not- he who had been shot. But one of them had.
This she could tell by the looks of the others.
"Hurry up," the leader said, harshly, as he
leaped upon the back of one of the horses and
quickly severed the rope that held the one Arietta
was tied to from the tree. "We waited too long."
The other man, who was Oily Bill, made no
reply, but was upon the back of the other horse
. in a jiffy. Then away they went through the
urchard and toward the open ground that lay
between a patch of timber and the house, to the
left. Though the positiqn Arietta was placed in
upon the back of the horse was -not an easy one,
she was used to rough riding, and she stuck it
out bravely. The horse galloped along furiously,
for ·Buckskin Jack was forcing it to top speed.
Just as the woods was reached and Buckskin Jack
rode into it, leading the horse she was tied to
behind him, the sharp crack of a . rifle rang out.
She turned quickly and was just in time to see
Oily Bill throw up his arms and fall from the
saddle. ·
"Only one left," she thought. "But he is the
_ worst of the lot. But Wild will get him, sure.
I must keep up my courage."
The survivor of the trio of outlaws uttered a
furious oath when he saw Oily Bill fall.
"Come on, gal!" he exclaimed, hoarsely. "I've
got you, an' you kin bet your life I'll never be
killed. If it comes to ther point, I'll use you
ter save myself. I've got you, gal. You're mine.
I don't care for Young Wild West, or anyone else
livin'. If I was desperate afore, I'm a thousand
times more so now. I made a mistake in comin'
so late ter set fire to ther ranch house, an' one
of Young Wild West's pards shot Kicker Tom,
who was as good a man as ever lived. I don't
know who dropped Oily Bill, but it strikes me
that Young Wild West done it. It's a big blow
to me, gal, but I'm goin' ter have my revenge.
I loved my two pards, an' I won't never rest until
I've settled accounts with them as killed 'em.
But you're mine, gal. Jest remember that. Ha,
ha, ha!"
The villain acted like a madman now, and the
brave girl shuddered in spite of herself. On they
went through the woods, and for some reason
or other Buckskin Jack headed straight for the
spot where they had been camped the evening
before. Just why the villain chose to go back
there can only be conjectured. But as they
neared the sppt where the flimsy bridge crossed
the chasm, he suddenly called out, exultantly:
"I'll fix 'em, gal. They'll never foller us across
ther chasm. I'll break ther bridge jest enough
so when they try it they'll go tumblin' down an'
be killed on ther sharp rock's many feet below.
I've got it, gal I It's a putty· sure thing 'that
Young Wild West will be ahead of 'em, an' he
will be there first one ter go to his death. That
will be jest as good as shootin' him. Jest think
of it, gall You're goin' ter lose Young Wild
West, But you have got me, so what's ther
difference? Ha, ha ha!"
If Arietta could i1ave spoken just then she
might have told him what she thought of him.
Meanwhile, Buckskin Jack was continually looking over his shoulder, and when at last he nerv-
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ously tried to increase the speed of the two
horses, Arietta knew that they were being pursued. Up the rocky hill the two horses went,
the villain using a ,vhip to urge them on. Down
the other side they continued on at a mad gallop,
and then the -bridge suddenly came into view.
Arietta was looking that way at the time, and ...
when she saw the frail structure a shiver came
over her. She thought the villain meant to gallop over the bridge at full speed, and she felt
that if he did they would surely be precipitated
into the chasm. But such was not the intention
of Buckskin Jack. He suddenly slackened his
speed, and at the same time reined in the horse
Arietta was bound to, and as they reached the
bridge he quickly dismounted.
"I reckon we've got time ter git across all
right, gal," he said, w1th a tinge of sarcasm in
his voice, though by his actions he was in great
fear. "You go first, gal. If ther horse slips
'cause ther bridge igits swayin' too much, it's all
right. I don't care if you do go down. Of course,
I'll be cheated out of a nice little gal, that's
all. Go ahead, there ! "
The last was said to the horse, and being ac,customed to crossing the bridge, the animal stepped upon it and walked slowly to the other- side
of the chasm. The bridge swayed violently, but
the broncho was sure-footed, and when Arietta
found that she was saf~y on the other side, she
breathed a sigh of rel'ief. The villain chose to
lead his horse across, and he managed to do it
without anything happening. Once on the other
side, he caught the other horse and brought it
to a stop. · Then leaving his own by its side, he
stepped back and went out to the center of the
frail bri.dge.
With his hunting knife he began severing the
ropes that bound the cord wood tQg,ether to form
the bridge. He was taking a big risk, since if he
parted them entirely he would be apt to be hurled
to the sharp rocks below. He held on tightly
with his left hand, but continuing on until he
was satisfied that it would take but very little
weight to cause the bridge to break in two, he
crept back and mounted his horse again.
"There, gal I They'll sartinly foller us right
here, an' they won't know that ther bridge has
been tampered with, either. It will be Young
Wild West who will git his dose, see if it ain't.
Of course, when he goes tumblin' down, ther rest
will stop. That will give me all ther time I
want ter git away with yer. I know of a snug
little place ter take yer, an' once I git yer there,
maybe you'll be satisfied ter lose Young Wild
West an' take me. I don't know but what I'll do
ther fair thing with .yer. I'll give yer ther chance
ter become my wife, I ain't a brute exactly, anyhow, gal. When you fiµd that there ain't no
other way out of it, most likely you'll be willin',
an' if yer are, we'll lay snug till it gits dark tonight, an' then I'll ride to ther nearest preacher
an' we'll be married. How does that strike yer,
gal?"
He laughed. when he saw the girl make a
ctesperate struggle and try to speak.
"I don't s'pose I had oughter be talkin' to yer
this way, 'cause you can't answer me back,'' he
went on. "But .never mind. You'll have plenty
of chances ter talk putty soon."
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The boy had brought his rifle with him, though
Charlie and Jim had only their revolvers. After
satisfying himself that there would be no furWhen Young Wild West arose in the morning, ther trouble as far as Kicker Tom was concerned,
he thought he was the first one up. It was not the scout bounded along after Jim Dart, who
long after daylight when he was dressed and was closely followed by our hero. The two men
ready to go out. But his partners had heard him had reached the corner of the orchard by this
moving about the room, and he had scarcely got time, and satisfied that they could easily overto the sitting-r oom when they came after him. t1J,ke them, or wound them, if it came to that,
"I reckon it will be some little time afore we the three ran on. They heard the clatter of
,git our breakfast, Wild," the scout remarked, hoofs, and then they knew the two were making
when he saw no s1gns of the ranchman's wife. good their escape. But never once did it dawn
"Well, that's all right, Charlie. We have plen- upon them that Arietta was a prisoner and was
ty of time. We will go out and take a look being carried away by Buckskin Jack. It was
around and endeavor to find what direction the not until they reached the other side of the
outlaws took when their leader made his escape." orchard that t he startling fact presented itself
The boy turned and walked toward the kitchen, to them.
and just then he saw the outside door close
"Great gimlets!" cried Cheyenne Charlie, lookgently.
ing at our hero in alarm. "If that ain't Arietta
"Hello!" he exclaimed, in a low tone of voice. that galoot's got with him, I'll never take an"l reckon we a:re•not the first up, after all."
other chaw of tobacker."
Just then the form of a man darted past the
Wild was as much astonished as the scout, and
window. It was but a brief glance he got of Jim Dart actwilly turned pale. Oily Bill was
him, but Wild recognized him instantly as Buck- slightly in the rear, and when our hero saw him
skin Jack.
making ready to open fire on them, he unhesitat"Great Jupiter!" he exclaimed, in a whisper. ingly swung his rifle to his shoulder. He took a
"The outlaws are there, boys. I reckon we are qi;ick aim and fired, and had the satisfaction of
just in time."
seeing the scoundrel fall from his horse. If the Cheyenne Charlie had his gun in his hand in a r iderless steed had only stopped, the boy would
jiffy. As he started toward the door Wild fol- have hurried to get him, but this was not the
lowed him.
case. The animal seemed to be frightened, and
"Wait, Charlie," he said. "Let us try and find turned sharply to the right and was soon lost to
out what the scoundrels are up to. They must view in the timber.
all be there, I am sure."
"Well, boys, y can't understand this," said our
The scout gave a nod, and then our hero crept hero,
speaking quite coolly. "But Buckskin J aclc
up close to. the windows and raised his head far has
got Arietta, that's certain. We must get our
enough to see through one of the panes of glass. horse
and give pursuit right away."
·when he saw two men carrying arms full of
Jim Dart waited t o hear no more, but ran
hay toward the house, he realized rig ht away .
swiftly in the direction of the stable. As Wild
that they meant to set fire to it.
"Boys," said he, as he crept over to where Jim and Charlie were passing the house, the ranchand Charlie were standing near the door, "I man came out ha lf-dressed.
"What's ther matter ?" he _yelled, excitedly.
r eckon we may as well go out. The outlaws have
"The outlaws have been here aga in," Wild ancome back, and they mean to set fue to the house.
We may as well get out right away and capture swered. "There is only one left, though, and he
has got Arietta . Just how he managed to 1get
them. Don't shoot unless you can help it."
His partners both nodded to this, and then the hold of her, I don't know, but he has got her,
boy seized the latch of the door and swung it just the same."
The boy did not give him any further inforopen. He came face to face with Buckskin Jack.
"Hands up!" the young deadsot cried, in a mation just then, but hurried on to the stable.
commanding tone of voice. "I reckon this winds Jim already ha d the saddle on his horse when
up this piece of business. You are our prisoners." they got ther e, and he rode out ahead of them
The outlaw leader was aghast. He trembled and took the trail. But ):>oth Wild and Charlie
violently, and then threw up his hands. Mean- were quite used to saddling their horses in a
while, Cheyenne Charlie pushed his way past hurry, and it did not take them long to mount
our hero and looked outside. Oily Bill and Kicker and ride aw.ay. As they passed the house they
Tom were standing near at hand, one of them , saw that all ha nds were up. Anna and Eloise
holding a lighted match, which he no doubt had were joining the ranchma n's wife in screaming,
intended to apply to the hay which had been for they were so excited that they could not help
strewn along the back of the building. It was it just then. As t he t hree rider s disappeared
Kicker Tom who had the match, and uttering a into the orchar d, Hop Wah came down from the
yell of defiance, he tossed it upon the hay and attic room.
"Whattee mattee?" he asked, as he ran into the
then whipped out a revolver. But before he could
pull the trigger the scout fired point-blank at midst of the excited occupants of the house.
him, and as the report rang out, Kicker Tom
"Oh, Hop," Anna cried, wildly, "Arietta is
gone! The outlaws have abducted her."
fell to the ground.
This seemed to break the spell that had come
"Whattee lat?" the Chinaman a sked, his alover the leader, for he suddenly made a bolt and mond eyes opening wide.
But he could glean nothing further from them,
ran around the corner of the h use, followed by
so he rushed outside, and the first thing he saw
Oily Bill.
"After them, boys!" cried Young Wild West. was the silent form that lay upon t e ground so
close to the building,
'' We must take them alive, if we can."
CHAPTER VIL-The Ranchman's Short Cut.
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"Lat pletty good," he muttered, as he started µ_retty good speed, and once down
the otl1er
for the stable. "Me gittee my horse and helpee side the ranchman pointed to the upon
cliffs and higlt
Misler Wild."
rocks less than a mile ahead, and . said:
Farrel came running after him.
. "There's where Buckskin Jack will most
"Hop," said he, "they got two of 'em. You seen likely go ter hide. Ther bridge over ther
chasm
ther body layin' by ther house, didn't yer?"
lays about half a mile below
But it hap"Me see lat, allee li,ght," the Chinaman an- pens that ther chasm ain't here.
a very long one
swered.
It's jest a big split in ther ground
must
"Well, Young Wild West said he shot one of have happened some time when therethat
was an
'em, an' it's only Buckskin Jack wbat's left. He's earthquake. It's a short cut for anyone
got ther gal. It won't take 'em long ter ketch wants ter go ther way you folks come fromwhat
last
him, I reckon."
nigh~, but ter git to. a good hidin'-place, thi::;
"Ley allee samee ]i:etchef;l velly muchee quickee. way 1s ther best. It might be that
Buckskin Jack
Me go helpee."
has gone over ther brd,ge an' will wait on ther
"I'm goin', too." •
o~her side of it an' shoot
Wild West an'
The two reached the stable and soon had their his pards when they try Young
ter cross it one "t a
horses saddled. Then they mounted and started time. If that's ther case we
won't be Df no help
after the three pursuers. But before they could ter' em, 'cause we can't
,get past the house the ranchman's wife ran out anything kin happen." git as far as that afore
and implored her husband not to go.
Hop gave a nod, and the
rode on for three
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, as he reined in or four minutes in silence. two
They had now covhi~ horse when Farrel did.
ered a distance of probably two miles and the
"Don't go and leave us here alone," was the way was getting so rocky and uneven 'that they
reply.
were forced to slacken the fierce pace they had
"You needn't be afraid of anything," the been following. But the horses were sure-footed
ranchman answered, shaking his head. "Go on and they took a big risk and kept on. At length
in ther house an' wait till we git back. I reckon they can:ie to a nar.row c~t, and just as they
we'll go around an' try an' head Buckskin ,Jack reached it they saw two horses go dashing past
off. Most likely he's gone by ther way of ther the other end.
bridge. But I know a way ter git around by
"That's him!" exclaimed the ranchman excitturnin' to ther left, an' we might head him of." edly. "Young Wild West an' his pards ~ouldn' c
Just then Anna, who had become quite cool, never have got here so soon. That was Buckcame out and persuaded the woman that it was skin Jack an' ther gal, as sure as yer live
all right, so Farrel and Hop again set out.
heathen."
·
'
"Allee light," the Chinaman answered and then
"You knowee way to gittee 'lound, so be?" Hop
he urged his horse forward and rode th'rough the
asked, as they were ridi:nig along side by side.
"Yes, unless ther villain is makin' toward ther cut ahead of his companion.
settlement. But I don't think he's gone that way.
As he reached the end of it he saw two horses
Most likely he'll make a short cut ter git over as they disappeared behind a jutting point of
rnck
a few yards ahead.
ther bridge, an' then he'll swing around among\.
ther hills, wh~re there's plenty of caves. I know
"Evelythling allee li;ght," he called out in a
a way ter git there ahead of him, if we hurry. low tone of voice.
'
It's only supposition, but jt struck me that he
The ground happened to be rather soft just
might go there, 'cause most likely he'll want ter there, so they could not even hear the thud of
hide with ther gal. He won't keep to ther open the_ horse~' hoofs. But Hop had seen enough to
country, it ain't likely."
satisfy him, and he ca1·ed not for sounds just
"You gottee lat velly muchee light, Misler Fal- then. He had seen two horses galloping along,
lel. We go where you wantee go. Hully uppee." and upon one of them Arietta was tied. While
"There's jest one thing now ter do, anyhow," he had not seen the girl's face, he knew for a
the....ranchman observed, when they had covered certainty who it was. As he reached the spot
perhaps a hundred yards. "Young Wild West where the steeds had disappeared he reined in
an' his pards will foller ther trail, an' they:Jl git l1is cayuse in a· hurry. At the same moment he
'em, anyhow, even if it takes quite a little while. saw the two horses at a halt.
But if I happen ter be right in thinkin' that
He quickly dismounted and motiom:d for the
Buckskin Jack will look for a hidin' place in ther ranchman to stop. Then he watched and saw
caves among ther hills, we'll find him. He's Buckskin Jack lead his own horse into the mouth
bound to be caught, anyhow, Hop."
of a cave. This done, the villain came out and
led the othe:i; in.
"Allee light. We go !is way, len."
They had left the orchard behind them by this
"Lat allee light," said the Chinaman, in a
time, and w&re riding a little to the left, toward whisper. "We ftndee Buckskin Jackee aUee light,
the end of the timber patch. When they reached Misler Fallel. Now len, me waitee here and you
this they saw no signs of our hero and his go findee Misler Wild."
partners. But this was to be expected, since they
"Are yer sure you know where they went?"
had quite a good start of them. The ranchman the ranchman a sked.
had made up his mind to proceed in a certain
"Me velly sure, so be."
direction, and he was sticking to it.
"All right, then. I'll do jest as you say."
For a wonder, Hop agreed with him, for if
Without another word the ranchman turned
it had been left to his own ideas he would have and rode away, following the trail the outlaw
followed. along after Wild and his partners'. had made. He rode swiftly after he was out
They rode on for fully a mile, and then they of hearing, and it was not long before he found
went up a rocky ascent. But they kept up a himself at the edge of the chasm. At first he
1
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decided to ride over the bridge, but on second
thought he dismounted and made an examination
of it.
"Ah!" he exclaimed. "Ther scoundrel has cut
ther ropes so ther bridge will break when ther
least weight gits on it. I wonder where Young
Wild West an' his pards kin be?"
ks if in answer to his question, he suddenly
heard the elater of hoofs and then he saw three
riders coming toward him on the same side of
the chasm that he was standing upon. They were
Young Wild West, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
Dart.
"Hello!" cried the ranchman, jubilantly. "I'm
mighty glad ter see yer. Yer didn't try ter cross
ther bridge, eh?"
"No," Will answered, shaking his head. "When
we got to it on that side over there we took a
good look .at it before we tried to cross. It
was easy to see that it had been tampered with.
The bridge is broken, and if one. of us had attempted to cross we would have been dashed
clown upon the rocks below. We 1mew pretty
well that Buckskin Jack must have fixed the
bridge that way for the purpose of preventing
us from getting across, so there was only one
thing to do. We rode off to the right and we.nt
around. We had to ride a couple of miles to do
this, of course, but here we are. Now then, we
will continue on the trail. But how did you get
here, Mr. Fallel ?"
"I come by another way," was the reply. "But
say! I know jest where Buckskin Jack has took
ther gal. That smart Chinee of yours is waitin'
back there an' watchin', so if he happens ter
come out he'll foller him. Everything is all
right now. We've got ther galoot dead ter rights."
"Is that so?" and the ·young deadshot's eyes
t.l ghtened as he spoke. "So you and Hop took
another direction and were lucky enough to find
him, eh?"
"Yes, that's right. It come in my head all at
once that most likely ther galoot would hike off
.for ther caves over there. Yer see, I'm putty well
acquainted with ther country in these parts, an'
T know jest where lots of hidin' places kin be
found. I'm awful glad I was right in my way
of thinkin'. Me an' ther Chinee went over there,
an' as we was goin' through a cut we seen ther
two horses go gallopin' past. Ther Chinee got
ahead of me, an' he was in time ter see Buckskin Jack leadin' ther horses, one of which had
ther gal tied ter it, 'into a cave. He told me ter
come an' find you folks, an' here I am."
"G~od!" and the young deadshot nodded and
smiled in a satisfied way. "Now then, boys," he
added, turning to his partners, "come on."
"I reckon we kin git there a little quicker than
by goin' around ther way ther trail goes," the
ranchman observed, as he pointed straight ahead.
"I s'pose you're anxious ter git there as soon
as possible, so if we kin cut off half a mile it
117ill be all ther better."
"It surely will be," the youn,g deadshot an·
•rn,ered.
They rode along swiftly, and just as they came
in sight of the place where Hop had been left in
waiting, a shrill yell sounded.
"Great f,imlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
.-.r.cite~ly. "Buckskin Jack has got Hop, as sure

as you're born. That's the1· heathen yellin' for
.
help."
"You are right, Charlie!" Young Wild West exclaimed, in his cool and ea!y way. "The scoundrel has got Hop, it seems. Well, we will' soon
settle everything now. Come on."
Around a bend in the cliff they rode, and just
then another yell sounded.
But the young deadi;:hot was right there now,
and reigning in his sorrel stallion, he dropped to
the ground, and revolver in hand, rushed into
the cave. Upon the ground lay Hop, while standing over him with a whip in his right hand, a
revolver in the left, was Buckskin Jack. So
intent was he in tormenting the Chinaman tha~
the villain did not see the boy until he was
almost upon him. Spat! Young Wild West
swung out his left fist and caught t:~ villain a
blow on the jaw that sent him staggering. Before
he could recover himself Wild had thrown him
upon his back. Then into the cave rushed Cheyenne Charlie, followed by Jim Dart and the
ranchman. It took but a minute to disarm and
bind the prisoner, and then our hero turned to
Hop and said:
"Where is Arietta?"
"She allee samee gittee · away, thlee, four
minutes ago, Misler Wild."
"She got away, eh?"
"Lat light. She lun velly muchee fastee. Len
um bad Meli can ma'n allee samee ketchee me."
"Ah, I see. Well, I reckon we had better go
and look for her."
So saying, the young deadshot ran out of the
cave, and, mounting his horse, he rode back toward the chasm, followed closely by his two
partners.
CHAPTER IX.-Young Wild West'13 Lariat
Swing.
Confident that he would not be long in overtaking his sweetheart, Young Wild Wei t rode
on. He did not put the sorrel to his best speed,
however, for he figured thl!.t the girl could hardly
reach the chasm before them. He was not aware
that she 1mew that the bridge had been tampered
with, and as he rode on it occurred to him that
she might attempt to cross it · and be dashed to
death.
They- did not take the short cut this time, but
followed the regular trail that Buckskin Jack
had taken as he rode to the cave with 'his fair
captive. It was not a great distance that they
had to cover, and they kept watching all the
time for the girl. But she was nowhere to be
seen, and at length they found themselves near
the chasm. It was a sort of gully that the trail
led through, and as it was not exactly straight,
they could not see the other end of it.
"Hello, Et!" Wild shouted, at the top of hia
voice.
"I am coming," came the answer, rather faintly. "I am going to risk it."
The young deadshot's face turned pale .
"Boys," said he, as he suddenly gripped the
lariat which hung from the horn of his saddle,
"she thinks that we are on the other side. There
are so many rocks here that she can't tell which
djrection my voice came from. Don't say another
word."
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Lariat in hand, the boy threw himself from
hi s horse and darted down the gully. Charlie
and Jim dismounted and followed him, both of
them very anxious. As they reached the mouth
of the gully they saw Arietta standing at the
edge of the bridge.
"Here we are, Et!" cried out our hero, excitedly.
But the girl seemed to be somewhat dazed,
and looking across to the opposite fide , she answered:
"I am going to cross."
Wild was swinging hi s lariat now. He saw
right away that the girl was hardly conscious
of ·what she was doing. Then something happened. As Arietta started to cross the bridge
over the cbasm, there was an ominous cracking,
and Wild rushed forward, swinging his lariat.
Crash! The frail structure broke in two. , Down
went the girl! The loop of the lariat settled
over the head and shoulders of the girl with
wonderful acuracy, and a s she was going downward she suddenly stopped with a quick jerk.
A faint cry escaped her lips, and then she fainted.
But Wild was already pulling Arietta upward,
and soon he grabbed her arm with his left hand.
Then she was pulled over the edge of the chasm
and carried to a mossy spot on the ground. The
bridge was hanging at either end, but the ·cruel
sharp rocks many feet below had been cheated
of a victim.
"Well, Wild," said the scout, as he patted our
hero on the shoulder and smiled, "l'v~ seen yer
make many swings with your rope, but that one
was ther ,greatest yer ever done. You saved
Arietta's life, an' I feel so good over it that I'm
jest goin' ter open my mouth an' Jet out a yell.!'
Then true to his words, Charlie took off his
hat and · began dancing about, yelling himself
hoarse in cowboy style. Jim Dart 1 had been quite
unnerved during the brief ordeal, but he now
stepped forward, and, seizing our hero's hand, exclaimed, fervently:
"It was awful, Wild! But as Charlie just
said, the lariat sw :ng you made just now was the \
greatest in all your life."
.
.
Kneeling beside the unconscious g1rl, the young
deadshot placed his left arm under her head and
then began fanning her with his hat. This was
the proper sort uf treatment, and in a very few
minutes Arietta opened her eyes. At first she
stared blankly at her young lover, but gradually
a faint flush came to her cheeks, and then in a
voice that trembled. slightly, sh\ murmured=.
"It's all rig):tt, Wild. I never was more frightened in my life. Did the scoundrel kill Hop?"
"Not much he didn't, Et," was the reply. "We
got there in time, and by this time Hop and
the ranchman are on their way to the house
with the scoundrel. Take it easy now. The excitement is all over."
"It was an awful ordeal, Wild," the girl said,
after a pause, and she s hook <her golden head in
a way that told how well she meant it. I was
fearing for you all the time. I knew he fixed the
bridge so it would break if any of you started to
cross it, and when he said you would be the first
one I felt that such would be the case. I
am' very glad you didn't try to cross it."
"Well, I took a look at it before I understood
such a thing as that, Et," was the smiling reply.
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"I can't be caught every kind of fashion, you
know. Sometimes I make a mistake, and get
caught napping. But this was a time when I
didn't. When we found the bridge was not fit
to cross we simply rode on around, and then we
met the ranchmart, who told us where you had
had' been taken by Buckskin Jack. We went on
with him, and as we near~ the spot we heard
Hop shouting for help. We found Hop lying
on the ground in a cave, with Buckskin Jack
standing over him, a whip in one hand and a
revolver in the other. It seems that the scoundrel was giving the heathen a beating before
taking his life. But how did you manage to get
away from him?"
"That is easily explained," she answered, shaking her hand. "When he got me into the cave
he removed the handkerchief from my mouth and
then untied my hands. I didn't scream, for I
thought it would be best to make it appear that I
had no idea of trying to make my escape. He
began saying all sorts of vile things to me, telling me that when night came he was going to
take me somewhere and force me to become his
wife. I listened to him in silence and waited
until I saw the 01J portunity, and then I sprang
to my feet and rushed from the cave. He ran
after me, of course, cursing at a terrible rate,
and just then Hop appea1·ed and leveled a pistol
at him. But he did not stop for this, and Hop
grappled with him ang the two went rolling upon
the ground. Then I ran for my life. I knew
of no better way to go than to come back to the
bridge, so I ran on, never stopping 0nce, hoping
all the whil~ I would get here before you did,
though I knew that would hardly be possible. I
suppose I must have worked my mim\ in such a
~tate of terror that. I hardly knew "- hat I was
doing. I remember hearing you call t'l me, and
I answered, but I thought you were on the other
side."
"That's it, boys," and our hero turned to his
partners and nodded. "If we hadn't been ns quick
as we were, Et would have surely lost hei· life."
"You mean if you hadn't made ther lariat ~wing
yer did, jest in time," Cheyenne Charlie corrected.
"Well, put it that way, then, Charlie. But it's
all right, anyhow. Our lives have been full of
narrow escapes, it seems, and this time it ,\ v
Arietta who came very near death."
Wild insisted on her sitting upon the ground
for several' minutes, and finally when she would
not have it that way any longer, he assisted her
to arise, and then helped her upon the back of
the sorrel stallion.
"Now, _then, boys," he said, nodding to Charlie
and Jim, "I reckon we'll ride on Qack to the
.-·anch. We'll have to take the longest way, but
that makes no diffe.rence. When we get there
I ,am positive that we will find Buckskin Jack a
prisoner at thehouse. Come on." •
He swung himself behind his sweetheart, and
then they rode on. They did not proceed at a very
fast pace, but in due time they came in sight
of the ranch. As they 1·ode over the open stretch
that lay in front of the house, Hop Wah came
running toward them, waving hi13 hat.
"It's all right," our hero said, nodding to his
companions. "Hop wouldn't be acting that way
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if anything had gone wr ong. We will fin d Buckskin Jack at t h e hou se, I am su re."
Anna and Eloise came runni ng outside now.
They were followed by the ranchma n 's wife, and
all w ere waving their hands joyfully. As the
lit tle par ty rode u p, the scout's wife shouted·
"Hurrah ! You 're safe and sound , Arietta."
"Tha t 's right, Anna," the girl answered, waving h er hand in reply. "But I really think I
experien ced the most dreadful time of my whole
lif e t his mor ning."
"Tell u s all about it," and Anna rushed forward and fa ir ly lifted her from the back of the
sorrel stallion.
Then Eloise and the ranchman's wife caught
hold of h er, and Arietta was carried bodily into
the house.
"Where is the prisoner, Hop?" Wild asked, in
his cool and easy way, for he knew his sweetheart was now in proper hands, and he was desirous ·of learning all about Buckskin Jack.
"Misler F a llel allee samee got t ee um bad Melican man, Misler , Wild," the Chinaman replied.
"He allee samee tie to um tlee. Me showee you."
Hop led the way behind the house, and, sure
enou,g h, there was Buckskin Sack bound by a
long rope to a tree. The rope had been passed
about his body many times, so there was not
the least chance of his making hi s escape without assistance. Near the rancbman, who stood
watching him, gun in han.d, stood Wing.
"I'm awful glad you got here, Young Wild
West," Fane! said, as he breathed a sigh of relief. "While I know we've got ther galoot hard
an' fast, it kept runnin' into my mind all ther
ti me that somethin' might h a ppen so h e would
git away. "
"I'll see to it that he doesn't get away this
t ime, Mr. Farrel," was the cool reply. "That
fellow is going to be jailed, and I want you to
see to it that he is tried and convi cted. Nothing
less than twenty years would satisfy me now. He
has got t o · g·o up for that length of time."
"He'll ,g it all of that, an' more," the ranchman
declared, as he looked at the prisoner and scowled.
"I don't care if yer hang me," came the sullen
retort from Buckskin Jack. "You shot my two
pards,,so what's ther use of me goin' on alone?
Oily Bill an' Kicker Tom was like brothers ter
me, an' since they're dead, I mi,g bt a s well be ther
same way. I don't care what yer do with me."
"Yes, you are very nervy now. I have met
such fellows as you before. When the_time comes
for you to receive your sent ence you will be
groveling like a whipped cur. I would -stake all
I'm worth on that."
· "Huh!" sneered the pr isoner, wlfo seemed to
be p ossessed of a great deal of coura ge just then.
" So you meant to wait until darkness came and
then ride off to some place and for ce the g irl to
·
many you, did you? "
"That's jest what I intended t-er do, Young
Wild West. She's a mighty nice gal, an' I
tbought if I got her for my wife, I'd be all r ight."
The eyes of the young deadshot flashed .
"You scoundrel, you!" he exclaimed. "If you
were not tied to that tree I think I would give
you the worst thrashing you ever had in your
life."
"That's more than y ou could do if I had an
equal chance with yer," the villain retorted.

"Y ou t hink so? . Charlie, just untie him. I am
,going to see whether he can fight or ont. I will
feel better satisfied if I g ive him a good thrash·
in g."
"Go ahead an' untie me. I'll soon make mince.
meat of you , Young Wild West ."
Charlie did n ot h esitate t o do as the young
· dead shot told him. But th e ran chma n r a ised his
hand in objection, ·
"Don't r isk it !" he cried tur nin g t o our hero.
"T h.er ma n is desperate n ow, an ' h e might git
· ther best of yer."
"Well, if he happens to do that, I'll shoot him
dead befor e he gits away, an ' don't yer fo rgi t
it," t he scout retorted, as h e drew a gun and
began fondling it , as though it was a priceless
treasure he held in his hands.
"I don't care if yer shoot me or not , All's I
want is ter git square with Young Wild West.
He's ther cause of all that's happened.
Buckskin J ack fairly shouted this, and his
eyes blazed with fury. Charlie, who had begun
unwinding the rop e, now finished thE: job, an d the
. next min ute the prisoner stood free to act. He
gathered his muscles together, all the while ,glar-·
ing at the b oy before him, and then suddenly,
without t he least warning, he leaped forward and
struck a savage blow with his clenched fist. But
the young deadshot was watching him, and · he
easily evaded the swung. Spat! He landed a
st raight left u pon the jaw of Buckskin Jack.
and he went down in a heap. But he did not
stay there. He sci-ambled t o his feet in a jiffy
and made ready to strike with both hands. Spat!
This time Wild's right cau ght him on the nose,
and the claret flew. The boy could easily have
knocked him senseless, but he felt that he had
promised to give him a good thrashing, and he
did not want to finish the j ob too quickly. As
it; was, Bucksk,in Jack fell to the ground again.
Smarting from the blows he had received, he
again got upon his feet , this t ime Wi].d waiting
to ,give him a bette1· chance.
Wild knew he had his man just where he wanted him, so he began playing with him. H e easily
evaded all the r ushes a n d blows aimed at him,
and every now and then he landed a punch with
telling effect. But Buckskin J ack must have p ossessed a constitution like iron, wh ile his bulldog
cou rage showed itself to the full' extent. It was
a terrib!e pu_nishl'.1ent he was receiving, but he
kept at 1t, dorng his best to do the boy a n inj u ry.
Finally Wild caught him right on the point of
the jaw, and the villain sank u nconscious to the
ground.
There is really nothing more to add to this
particular adventure of Y oung Wild West and
his friends. Suffice it to say that after they
had eaten a hearty breakfast they rode over to
the settlement and saw Buckskin Jack locked
into the calaboose. The necessary charge were
made against him by the ranchman, and sat isfied
that he would get his just deserts, our fr iends
went back to the ranch, where they remained until the ::iext day. Then they set out in search of
further adventures.
Next week's issue will contain "YOU N G WI LD
WEST AND T HE REDSKIN R OAD A GENT S;
or, T ROUBLE AT THE D OUBLE SIX
RANCH.''
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CURRENT NEWSINHERENT DREAD OF CATS FOR DOGS
The instinctive fear which cats have of dogs
fs illustrated very amusingly by stroking a dog
·and then caressing a blind and new-born kitten
with the same hand that has touched the dog.
At once the kitten will spit and fluff itself up in
the most absurd way, distinguishing the smell of
the beast which experience for thousands of generations has taught it most to dread.
WARMEST SEASON IN YUKON
- Yukon Territory has experienced the warmest
summer and autumn on record, according to
Weather Bureau, records.
The daily mean temperature has been the highest in twenty-five years, averaging 60 degrees
during June, July and August. Maximum temperatures of 90 to 91 degrees were reached.

BEAR HALTS HUNTING PARTY
A black bear, weighing 300 pounds, was responsible for unceremoniously breaking up a deer
hunting party near Oakfand Valley, Sullivan
County, N. Y.
While Leslie H. Burns of that place was stationed along a runway, waiting for a buck, he
was surprised by a big bear moving toward him.
Becoming excited, the youth fired, but the bear
closed on him and he started to run, en deavoring
to reload his gun, as he ran.
The bear gained at every bound, when a hunter
who was in the thicket fired t wo shots, one of
which went through the animal's heart.
When the bear dropped in its tracks young
Burns was so exhausted he was on the point of
collapse. A number of the hunters then quit
their ti_uest for deer and helped to carry Burns
from the woods.
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OUT TODAY!

I.

OUT TODAY!
READ THE GREAT FEA~URE STORY

"THE. ARGENTINE R.UBY"
It was written by BEULAH and SHIRLEY POYNTER, and is one of the best detective
stories we have ever published. Miss Beulah Poynter is a celelirated author of playe and
e;an't be beaten at writing detective stories full of pep and excitement.

AN ADDITIONAL FEATURE!
Another magnificent story by that prince of detective lite1·ature

G~orge Bronson Howard
·we have a number of his truly wonderful stories on hand and a_re now
issuing the one· entitled

"Decoy Ducks"
Every line of this gripping detective tale will hold you spellbound.
can't afford to miss this rare treat.

You

THEN THERE ARE SOME FINE SHORT STORIES
The authors are men of world-wide reputation

READ ·
''THE CLINCH GARROTE," by N. L. Jorgensen; "MARKED FOR THE HANGMAN.''
by Arthur S. Witt; "WASTED EFFORT," by D. L: Radway. Next, there's the fourth instalment of the splendid "Gutterside" series by Neil McConlogue, one uf our best authors,
entitled "THE SLAYER OF SELDOM-SEEN." This is certainly one of the most interest•
ing detective stories we have ever issued, and we are sure you will enjoy it.

NO END OF SHORT ARTICLES!
As usual we are giving you some · of the best little items procurable on odd
subjects of all kinds, in addition to the above mentioned material.

Be Sure to Spend 10 Cents for a Copy

l
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OUT FOR A JOB
-

Or, -

The Adventures of an Office Boy
By DICK ELLISON
(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER III.
Temptation.
There was no time to be lost. Already a loud
lmocking had started. It was no eas¥ matter for
Jack to squeeze himself under the b1g, old-fashioned double bedstead, but he managed to do it.
"Hello, inside there! Open the door or we'll
break in!" a gruff voice shouted.
"Who's there?" called Gus, trying to throw all
the sleepiness possible into his voice.
·
•
"Open the door! Last call!" came the answer.
"Hold on! I'm coming!" returned Gus, and he
got u p am! undid the fastenings, first pulling the
bedclothes so that they hung down in front.
Two roughly dressed men crowded into the
room. One flashed an electric light on the shivering boy, the other displayed a detective's shield.
"What do you want?" growled Gu s. "What
right have you to force your way into my room
in this fashion?"
"Why, here's Qnly a coon," snapped the man
with the light. "Isn't this Liverpool's room?"' ·
"I don't know what you are talking about,"
snapped Gus. "I'm no more a coon than you are.
This is an outrage. I--"
"What's the row?" demanded a voice at the
door, and the slouchy man Gus had met on the
stairs entered half dressed.
"Detectives," said the other. "We've got a
warrant for the arrest of Jack Liverpool. one of
your lodgers. Isn't this his i-oom ?"
"No. Belongs to this boy. Liverpool hasn't
been here in a month."
"Are you McMahon?"
"Yes. If you don't believe me search the house.
I don't care a hang. You're barking up the
wrong tree, gents. What's Liverpool wanted for,
anyway?"
"Burglary."
"You don't say! I always put him down as a
crook. He owed me a month's r ent when he quit.
Whoever steered you here was guying you."
It was an immense relief to Gus to have the
responsibility thus taken off his hands.
What he feared most was that in spite of the
fact that he had carefully tied up Jack's. wound
there might be blood on the steets. He had shaken up Jack's pillow and hidden his clothes before
opening the door, so he had nothing to fear on
that score.
The detective must have had some such idea
himself, for he turned down the covers.
"He was hit all right, Barney," he said. "No
sign of blood here. G,·,"' ;~ it's a mistake."

"McMahon, if you're bunking us, it will be the
worse for you," added the other., sternly.
"I'm giving it to you straignt," growled McMahon. "I run a respectable house, I want you
to understand."
"To hear you tell it," sneered the detective.
"We sea1·ch the house-see?"
"Done with me?" demanded Gus. "I'm freezing."
The pair left without another word. Gus could
hear them going from room to room.
"Good for you, Gussy," whispered Jack, from
under the bed. "Mack's all right, too. Told you
how it would be. Get back into bed. I won't
come out till they've actually gone."
It was well that he did not, for a few minutes
later .the detectives popped in again. Gus, by
Jack's order, had not fastened the door.
Finding everything as· they had left it, and Gus
in bed, they went downstairs, and could be heard
bangi ng about.
• Jack crawled out now and, bolting the door,
went to bed.
"I suppose you are awfully horrified, Gus," he
whispered.
"Is it really true, Jack?" Gus asked, in a
strained voice.
"That I'm a burglar?"
"Yes."
"Well, I've done something in that line: I suppose I may as well admit it, but I'm not going into
any details. Haven't I always been a good friend
to you ?"
"You certainly have."
,
"Then let it go at that. You were satisfied to
remain an office boy after Stein & Finkel went to
pieces. I wasn't. Every one to his taste. Come
now, brace up and don't go to reading me no
moral lesson. This is my first slip-up. It might
not happen again in a lifetime. I shall get away
to Philly all right, and go straight to friends. The
best thing you can do, Gus, is to come with me."
"Ahd--"
"Turn burglar? Yes and no. It's a business
that's got to be learned like everything else. Stick
by me, boy; your ten' per won't be in it. I've got
a scheme that'll make u s both rich, and you know,
Gus, that I love you like a brot her."
The earnestness with which he said it touched
Gus deeply.
Jack had indeed been good to him. Without
his aid the office bov would have found it hard to
have lived. There was more than a debt of gratitude on Gus's part. Jack had loaned him small
sums again and again, none of which had he been
able to pay.
But that was one t}iing; to seriously contemplate the idea of turning crook was quite another.
"Oh, Jack, don't ask me," murmured Gus. "You
know how I have been brought up. If there is
any way on earth I can help you, you know I'll do
it, but not that. As for the money I owe you--"
"If you mention it again I'll kick you out of
bed, lame as I am!" flashed Jack. "All right,
boy. Go your own way and leave me to go mine,
that's all I ask."
(To be continued.)
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GOOD READING
NORTHWEST LAKES DO STRANGE STUNTS
THE CAMERA JUDGES HORSE RACES
Something contagious has attacked Northwest
By an invention. of M. Sip·s, a Belgian, the
lakes
Goose Lake, noted for large trout and photographic camera is made to do the work of
beautiful scenery about its shores in the Colum- judging' horse races. This invention, which has
bia N a tional Forest Reserve, almost became a dry been adopted at several large French and Bellava bed recently by disappearance of the water gian tracks, aims to replace the eye of the
through cracks and holes in the bottom. Lake ·human judge, which is prone to make mistakes,
Stellacoom bulged up from the bottom and pos- by substituting a mechanical eye whose impressesses a new-born island in its deepest part.
sions may be studied at leisure.
Cow L ake is reported to have been lower ed at
The device works as follows: Across the track
-its southern end and raised at the northern portion. Cedar Lake, from which com~s Se~ttle's is stretched a thread of the color of the grass, at
water supply, has developed a pecul_iar mmeral a distance of 4 feet 10 inches before the finish
taste, due, say geologists, to some sprmg that has line. This distance has been determined on by
experiment so as to give the exact instant when
burst up_in the bed of the. lake.
the horse's nose , touches the winning line. By
breaking this thread an ele-ctric current is sent
PERFECT
WOMAN
FOUND
AMONG
through a magnet which operates a camera preESKIMO
TRIBES
viously locked in position. A thread across the
The only really contented, happy and helpful lens lines up exactly with the wining post, so
woman in the world is to be found among the that when the picture is developed the winner's
Eskimo tribes of the polar regions. In fact, the nose ju:;t touches the black line left by the thread
on the plate.
Eskimo is the only perfect woman.
.
So declares Christian Leden, the experienced
By using three cameras on each side of the
explorer and ethnographer, who has j_u~t returned course, focused at different points on the track,
from the Arctic. Leden says, adm1rmgly, that a clear picture can be obtained of the winner, no
the E skimo w oman accompanies her man on ~is matter whether he be near the rail or well out
various .expeditions, sharing all . the hardships on the grass.
of the r io·or ous Arctic climate, and, in the face of
This device is used in every race, but in cases
difficul t ie~ 1 a lways maintains her infallible pluck
and good humor. When a sledge journey is un- where the winner is clear the photographs are not
dertaken she u sually goes before to break the developed. In a close finish~ however, where there
is doubt, the word "Photograph" is hung out for
way.
all to read and the stands wait till the picture has
been developed. This process takes only about
MUTT DOG. PARADE STRIKES
six minutes, so that no long waits are entailed.
WASHINGTON
Pennsylv ania avenue, historic pathway of
·mighty pageants of war and peace, was the route
"Mystery Magazine"
of the st r angest one of all recently, when a pro10 CENTS A COPY
cession of hundr eds of plain mutt dogs, headed SEMI-MONTHLY
by a brass band, paraded on their way to" the
LATEST ISSUES mutt dog show, conducted by the Humane Edu- l39 THE BjlASS VOICE, by Jack Becbdolt.
140 FOR SUAM'E. by Wm. Hamilton Osborne.
cation Society .
.
141 THE TRIPLE CROSS, by Hamilton Cralgle.
No dog was eligible to that pa!a?e unless his 142
BLOOD RUBIES, by J. Werner Phelps.
family coat of arms had a bar sm1ster and the 143 "I'LL WIN! I'LL WIN!" by Arthur B. Reeve and
Margnret W . Reeve.
•
more bars there were on the escutch~on the hi~her
144 PHAN'l'OM FINGERS, by George Bronson-Howard.
he ranked. They pranced -along groud as kmgs, 145
ON THE YELLOWS, by Frank Bllghton.
all sizes colors, shapes, varieties_and mixtures of
The Famous Detective Story Out Today In 146 Is
breeds~just plain dogs-the kind that has made
little boys and girls happy and instilled ~esson:i of
THE ARGEN~INE RUBY
devotion .and loyalty in human hearts smce time
By BEULAH AND SHIRLEY POYNTER
began. And ever~ on~ was accompanie~ by somebody who love? him JW>t as muc? as 1f he were
HARRY E. WOLFF, ..Publisher, Inc.
166 We,,t 23d Street,
New York CitT
the highest pr1ced thoroughbred ·m the world. '
Handsomely dressed women who could afford
Pomeranians, marched prou·d ly along with pups
"Moving Picture Stories"
that were intended to be Collies, but turned out
\
to look like setters and imagined themselves Aire- A Weekly Magazine Devoted to Photoplays
and Pla:rer1
dales. Men who looked too busy to bother about
PRICE SEVEN CENTS .PER COPY
a dog walked, unabashed, custodians o~ creatures
Each number contains Three Stories ot the Best Fllm1
weird and strange to the regular breedmg of dog- on tb_e Screen-El egant Half-tone Scenes from the Pla71
Article s About Prominent People in the
dam. Boys and girls carried in their arms short- -Interesting
Fllms-Dolngs of Actors and Actresses in the Studt•
legged mutts that tired on the way, and. the Cap- and
Lessons iu Scenario Writing.
1~1 of the United States at a busy hour, paused
HARRY E. WOLFF, ?ublisher, Inc.
to look and reflect on a demonstration of humanitarianism.
166 West 23d St., New York

.
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GROUND CONDENSER SHAFT
When tuning with a va1·iable condenser in series with the antenna or ground an annoying effect
is often created when the position of the hand
is changed in relation to the dial. The intensity
of the music is changed according to the location
of the hand. This is called "capacity effect."
It can be eliminated by using the variable condenser in the ground circuit with the binding
post of the shaft and rotor plates connecting
direct to the ground.
EFFICIENT VARIO COUPLER
A good variocoupler should not have a big
surplus of wire. It should be constructed to
efficiently receive a limited band of wave lengths
such as 200 to 600 meters. It is not advisable
to have one instrument ,cover from 200 to 3,000
meters, for in such a tuner losses occur due to
"dead" ends. A variocoupler to cover the broadcasting station's wave lengths should have about
eighty turns of No. 24 wire on a primary, or
stator, three and a half inches in diameter. The
rotor should have about forty turns of No. 26
wire.
SOFT TUBES
For detector purposes the "soft" tube is invariably used, and such tubes are critical to plate
voltages. In other 'words, one tube will work
very well on perhaps twenty-two volts, while
, another will need only about eigllt volts. Therefore, it will not be a bad idea to use the multipoint switch in order to get the correct amount
of voltage in the plate circuit. It is not absolutely nectlssary, however, because modern va-cuum tubes are much more stable in their operation than they used to be.
TRANSFORMER RATIOS
There is no real necessity for having different
ratio audio transformers on the first and second
stage of an audio 'a mplifier set. Transformers
with a ratio of 5 or 3½ to 1 serve efficiently
when the standard audio amplifier circuit is
used. In a reflex circuit where a crystal detecto1'
is . employed, the first audio transformer may be
of high ratio, about 9 or 10 to 1, because a small
amount of energy with greater distortion might
result from the high radio transformer. Generally high ratio transformers produce loud~r
music, but there is less distortion from low ratio
transformers.
DISTANT RAILROAD NOISES
During the world series broadcasts it was the
fan with the supersensitive receiver who claimed
to have heard the crack of ball against bat when
Babe Ruth knocked his home runs. A few weeks
ago the same individual came in fGr another
share of publitity by reporting ~at when the
cornerstone exercises were being broadcast from
the Masonic Temple in Alexandria, Va., through
WEAF, he distinctly hear? the whist!~ of a
steam locomotive and later its puffing as 1t drew
away from a depot some hundred yards or more

from the scene of the ceremonies. A check-up
of this point through the engineers in charge of
the .broadcast confirmed the fact that a train
pulled out during that time.
AN EASY EXPERIMENT
Some amateurs have experimented with a
double filament automobile bulb, using one filament in the ordinary manner, lighting it from a
6-volt storage battery and then connecting the
other filament so that it takes the place of a
grid. In this case it is necessary to place a
plate around the outside of the bulb and connect it in exactly the same manner as you would
connect the plate of any ordinary type of ·vacuum tube. It cannot be anywhere near as effective as the regular type of detector tube.
COUPLING BETWEEN COILS
Among the many puzzling and mystifying
terms with which the radio beginner must -wrestle
is that of "coupling." He hears of loose, tight,
critical, close, direct, flexible, inductive coupling
as well as the coefficient and percentage of coupling, not to forget that ideal conditions known as
perfect coupling. To the average beginner the
subject is a tangled one. What does coupling
mean? What is its use?
Coupling is to a radio set what gears are to an
automobile. If they are not meshed properly the
mechanism will not work. In a radio set the
coupling is an intangible quality the exact value
of which is determined by the relative position
of two or more - coils. The real definition has
to do with what is known as the mutual inductance of the circuits involved. Briefly, coupling
is tight when the windilfy,"s of two coils of wire
are close together, loose when they are relatively
far apart.

THE GRID TALK
One of the most important parts of the vaeuum tube receiver is the grid leak resistance
used in the detector circuit. There are many
radio experimenters who believe that a standard
grid leak will suit any receiver built. This is
an error, as each tube requires its own specific
value of resistance.
There are two ways in which a grid leak may
be employed. They give widely varying results,
depending entirely upon the type of tube. Frequently there is need for readjusting individual
tubes of the same type.
The usual connection of a leak with a vacuum
tube is where the leak resistance is connected directly across the grid condenser of the detector
tube, or the grid leak resistance is connected
across the filament and grid of the tube. By
experimentation it is possible to find the side
of the filament to which to make the connection
since the signals will become weak if the wrong
side of the tube is selected.
The novice should realize that whatever size
of grid leak is used or however it is_ placed in
the circuit it has a tendency to reduce the sensi-
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tivity of the tube. The work of the grid leak is men t remains lighted, no matter whether the
to permit the accumulated charge on the grid to plug is in position or not. And as the current
leak off after the signal has passed, but it is consumption of tubes fed from storage batteries
also apparent that the resistance allows the sig- is considerable a method was devised by which
nal charge to leak away continually since there the filaments can be energized or disconnected
is no way of connecting and disconnecting the alon~ with the opening and closing of the plate
leak from the circuit. This disadvantage for- • circmt--that is, with the movement of a smgle
tunately is offset by its u~efulness in the circuit. plug. The jack which accomplishes this is called
Good grid leaks may be purchased for little an automatic filament control jack. .Its only difmoney, and any amateur will find that four or ference as compared to the standard double cirfive different sizes will enable him to get best cuit jack is in the number of movable contacts.
results by placing the various sizes in series or
Filament control jacks are more a refinement
parallel and changing their position.
than a necessity. But with the less critical
tubes, such as the UD199, WDll and WD12, the
DETECTORS
jacks perform a handy service. On-ce the prop&r
The human ear cannot receive signals above a operating point has been found with the filament
frequency of 10,000 cycles, but in radio work the knob it is not necessary again to touch this
frequency runs as high as a million cycles, hence control. Providing tlle A battery is kept at its
some means must be provided to make such sig- normal charge the tube filament will be heated
nals audible to the human ear. The detector to the correct temperature the instant the plug
is inserted in the jack.
performs this function.
There are a number of detectors in use at the
present time, such as the crystal, the Fleming
AUDION TUBE USES NO GRID
Valve and the audion or vacuum tube. Crystal
detectors are composed of various minerals.
Harold P. Donle, whose announcement of the
Galena is one of the minerals used most fre- invention of a new type of audion tube for detecquently by the amateur. Crystals must be kept tion caused some comment recently, demonstrated
clean in order to retain their sensitiveness. the tube in a somewhat improved form before
Washing with a little alcohol greatly improves members of the Institute of Radio Engineers.
them if they have been standing idle or have been The tube has been made much smaller and now
carelessly handled.
. operates on three dry cells, dl'awing less than
There are hookups of a vacuum tube detector .25 ampere .filament current. It contains no liquid
outfit with one stage of amplification. A crystal sodium electrode. This tube b.as no grid, but
dectector is also included in the circuit. The idea utilizes a trough-shaped,. piece of ni-ckel, partly
is for th~ amateur to try out both detectors sep- surrounding the filament and open toward the
arately. When using the tube as a detector care anode, as its control electrode. The tube is a
must be taken to see that the crystal detector little larger than the UV-199. It cannot be used
switch is left open.• ' If the crystal detector is as an amplifying tube.
·
to be used merely close the switch, shut off the
The tube contains a plate, a collector or conrheostat on the detector tube and adjust the trol anode and a filament. The filament is in
crystal. Many amateurs would rather use the series, with a "heater" which is wrapped non-crystal as the detector because there are fewer magnetically around the outside of the tube. An
b;ittery noises ·and less distortion. Others pre- outer shell of glass protects this heater. The
fer the vacuum tube as detector because it can tube is pumped hard and internally treated with
be easily aq.j(lsted. The crystal detector is handy an alkali metal, such as sodium, to provide the
for the local reception · of concerts, thereby sav- stable ionizing material which is claimed to
ing battery energy.
play an important part in its sensitiveness.
With the added stage of audio frequen
sig• Great claims are made for the new tube. It is
nals from either crystal or tube detector are claimed that it is remarkably sensitive-two
amplified to the desired degree of intensity.
stages greater than hard grid tube detector-that
the quality of tone is better than that of the usual
three-element tube and that it is very stable in
JACKS
To build a two or three tube set without using operation. An important feature is that it canjacks to control the plate circuit of each tube not produce the interfering squeals and whistles
:would be folly on the-- part of the builder. The that characterize the uperation of the three-eleordinary jacks for this purpose are the double ment tubes in the usual circuits.
circuit and single circuit, the latter in the cirThus far the tube is a laboratory product.
cuit of the last tube and the former type in all If it live~ up to the inventor's expectations, the
other circuits.
tube is an important contribution to radio progThese jacks merely open and close the plate ress. The tube requires special circuits, although
circuit as the phone plug is inserted or with- the parts used are those used in tne familiar cirdrawn. When the plug is withdrawn the cir- cuits.
cuit is closed by automatically cutting in the
The heater is permanently connected in series
primary of the amplifying transformer. When with the filame nt, the entire tube assembly fitting
the plug is inserted the·terminals of this trans- a four-prong base. The A battery may be of
. fo r mer are disconnected from the plate circuit, three dry cells in series and the B battery a single
allowing the impulses to pass directly from the 22 1-2-volt blo ck. A standard rheostat of four
plate through the phones and back to the fila- to six ohms is suitable. The potentiometer may
ment.
be of 30 to 50 ohms, with its fixed resistor of 75
But the insertion of the phone plug does not to 100 ohms. The heater terminal is connected to
affect the filament of the tube. The tube ,fila- the common negative of A and B batteries.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
TRUNK FULL OF MUD CONTAINS $1,806 IN
GOLD
Frank Brubaker of Omaha, Neb., bought an old
trunk at a .sale of unclaimed expressage several
·weeks ago and paid $4.50 for it. When he opened
the ti-unk he found it full of black mud. His
fri enda teased him and had lots of fun about
his trunkful of mud. 1;omebody suggested to
Brubaker that he have the stuff analyzed.
He took it to the Omaha plant of the American
Smelting and Refining Company _the other day
and got the report on it. The trunk full of mud
had $1,806.89 worth of gold in it.
Brubaker had placed so little value on the trunk
and it s contents that he had left it out in his
garage with the door unlocked for a week.

THE LATEST IN LION TAMERS
The terrors of lion-taming will be considerably.
abated by the adoption of a new stunt which, it is
said, many trainers are taking up. The usual
weapon of the trainer is a whip or club; but
when he turns his back a lion may jump on him .
before he can bring these implements into play.
In order to forestall any such move on the part
of the kind of beasts a chg.rged wire is stretched .
across the cage and the trniner directs his
charges from one side of it. Should any animal
sr,1·in,g it will receive such a shock that it will
nut care to l'epeat the expel'iment, and aftel' a
!~w such lessons the wire may be di spensed with
and the lions wDI keep .to their own teHitory no
matter what the trainer may be doing.
~L~VI.::R SWINDLERS TRY NEW DEVICES
Barnum is dead, but does his famous saying
still hold good?
Chicago police blotters would indicate so, police
officials say. Here are a few indications registered in one day :
Ragged boy with telegram hails woman on

stl'eet, asks name, hands her collect telegram,
collects $1.50 and departs. Message blank.
Swindler steals butcher bill from --mai! box of
Mrs. Dwight Cheever of Hyde Park, presents it
and almost collects. Tiring of argument, he steals
woman's purse containing $25 and departs.
Middle aged cigarmaker of Rogers Park pays
slicker $10 to have engineer of new Methodist
Church · building revolve structure for his benefit. Chief of Police Morgan Collins sets him
right.
Henry McClain, farmer and deacon in Baptist
Church of Three Oaks, Mich., pays two affable
strangers in Grant Park $35 for SII}all sword in
hand of General Logan's statue. Henry said he
wanted the swo1·d to take home to his wife for a
hat pin.

LAUGHS
"I used to hear them tell of building a fire
under a balky horse to make him go, said Blinks.
"Well," replied Jinks, "you can do that with a
balky auto and it will go-up in smoke!
At a local concert a young lady began a song,
"The autumn days have come. Ten thousand ·
leaves are falling." But she began too high. "Ten
thousand," she screeched, and stopped. "Start
her at five thousand," cried an auctioneer present.
The Cadger-I ain't never 'ad a chance, no
matter where I go to or wot I works at, my unlucky number .bobs up and does me in, some'ow.
The Householder-What do you mean? What's
your unlucky number? The Cadger-Thirteen,
la'tly. Twelve jUl'ymen and a judge.
Grocer-Didn't that lady ask for fresh-laid
eggs ? Clerk-She did, sir. Grocer-And you
said we hadn't any? Clerk-I did, sir. Grocer-Didn't you see me lay those eggs, myself, right
down hei·e not ten minutes ago, you careless
scoundrel? You are discharged, and see that you
don't refer to me for a character, either.
, The expl'ess from Montreal had just pulled in
and the nervous and heavily laden passenger had
accosted a porter. "Careful with those suitcases now, young man,'' he warned him. "Suh,"
replied the red-cap, drawing himself up proudly,
"Ah's toted hundreds of dese, an' nevah once does
Ah let de bottles rattle."
Stonewall Jackon once found himself surrounded, with only one way to escape and this
was over a bridge raked by a battery of the Federal Army. He calmly pulled his cape over his
gray uniform, rode up t o the battery and said:
"Boys, you have this battery in the wrong place;
move it t o that eminence," pointing to a hill a
short distance up, "limber up and be in a hurry."
The order was obeyed and while the artillery was
taking the new posit.ion Stonewall r ode safely
over the bridge antl away.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
hitting contest. Nevertheless it is interesting to
A WONDERFU L ANT-E;ATER
The ant-eater, which grows to a length of some note that the fungo hitting record has remained
eighteen inches and has a tail as long as its body, untouched since 1880.
The record for throwing a baseball is 381 feet
is covered from the tip of the nose to the end of
the tail with -gray, horny scales, shaped like 2½ inches and is held by R. C. Campbell of North
shields, and convex so that they lie close .together, Adams, Mass., and was made in 1887.
This record will probably stand for ·a long time
overlapping. To assume the ball shape it places
its head between its forelegs, wraps the tail over to come because of the possibility of injury to
legs and head, brings it up to the neck, and there players competing in a long distance throwing
he holds it. The tail is very broad and possesses contest.
The record for circling the bases is held by C.
such great strength that several men together
fail to move it from its chosen position wrapped Fulforth of Racine, Wis. His time of 15¾ secaround the ball it makes of itself. The ant-eater _onds was made in 1879.
is quite odd as he walks about; the claws of' his
forefeet being long and crooked, he turns them
under or back and walks on the outside of them.
DINOSAURS LAID EGGS ·
Dinosaurs-t he colossal reptile creatures of a
era-laid _eggs five to six inc4es long-.
WINSTON CHURCHILL 'S SUMMER HOME prehistoric
And they had nests hke any gentle domestic fowl
BURNS
of to-day.
Harlakenden House, the summer residence of
The early mammalian beasts of Asia and
Winston Churchill, the author, was burned to America were kin and roamed across the two
the ground- at Cornish, N. H. The la1,ge brick continents on the land bridges that joined them
mansion, valued at $150,000, was occupied by in those remote times.
former President Wilson in 1917 as a summer
·These are some of the discoveries announced by
home.
American
The orjgin of the fire is a mystery. About 200 the third Asiatic expedition ofitsthereturn
after
members of the. summer colony of authors here Museum of Natural History onplains.
and citizens of the district formed a bucket five months on the Mongolian
One of_ the leaders of the expedition, Henry
brigade, the water being brought from the Connecticut River, half a mile a \,·ay. The furniture Fairfield Osborn, the paleontologis t, said the fossil beds found in Mongolia were the largest
was saved.
Winston Churchill wrote several of his best known to science. For the first time, he exknown novels in Harlakenden House. The author plained, explorers had at their disposal terresand his family will occupy another residence trial deposits of enormous extent, still preserved
in their pristine grandeur, thus enabling the 1·ehere which Mr. Churcill owns-.
construction of much of the life in the middle
period of the reptilian age.
The adventures of science returned with the
OLD-TIME BASEBALL RECORDS STILL
opinion that they had proved the Mongolian platSTAND
eau to have been the center of dispersion of the
Who is the fastest baseball player? Who can most
ancient animals traced.
time?
encircle the bases in the shortest
Osborn and Roy Chapman Andrews the
Dr.
disgreatest
the
When can throw a baseball
naturalist, consider a spectacular feature of 'their
tance?
discoveries the twenty-five fossilized dinosaur
Who is the greatest fungo hitter?
Names of major league players will come in eggs which they found in several nests in sedibunches in answer to these several questions. mentary strata among the skeletons of medium
Babe Ruth of the Yankees, C'· · "W illiams of;'the sized dinosaurs of a species 'known as protocara:r9wns and Harry tops andrawsis. These are the first dinosaur eggs
Phillies, Ken William s of tl
Heilmann of the Tigers arc ,1ll past masters of · to be revealed to science, according to members
of the expe__dition1 who said that hitherto it had
the art of fungo hitting.
The
Bob Meusel of the Yankees is known nationally not been known that the dinosaur laid eggs.
length
in
inches
six
to
five
elliptical,
are
eggs
baseball.
in
whips
greatest
the
of
one
us having
Eddie Collins of the White Sox, George Frant- their shells n6w covered with a buff colored coat~
ham of the Cubs, and Frank Frisch of the Giants ing. Their ag_e is estimated at 10,000,000 years.
The explorers brought out sever,ty-two skulls
are all wonderfully fast players. Do they hold
the record for the best time in encircling the and twelve complete skeletons of these "terrible
lizards," as the Greek words forming the term
bases? Take a look at the records.
The record for fungo · hitting is 354 feet 10 dinosaur describes them.
The expedition also found numerous remains of
inches, and was made by C. R. Partridge of Hanmammals, principally of a giant rhinoceros-lik e
over, N. H ., in October, 1880.
The -l'ecord has probably never been beaten be- beas_t which is said _to prove kinship among t he
cause no longer are official records taken of fun- earliest fauna of Asia and America. The scientg o hitting. Then, too, it is doubtful whether any ists explained that a land bridge joined the conof the parks is large enough to permit a fungo tinents in those dim . yesterdays.
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HERE AND THERE

BILLION DOLLAR HEN CROP
The little 'red hen and all her sisters on the
A merican fa:rm this yea1· brought to farmers
more than $1,Q00,000,000, the biggest poult ry
yield in the history of the industry, and larger
than the proceeds of the wheat crop.
E1;,);s brought the farmer ready cash and
then the hens gave up their lives to beat all
former records of the "hen crop," according to
Harrison E. Jones, executive secretary of the
National Poult.r y, Butter and Egg Association.
"The Association is advocating poached eggs
on toast," Mr. Jones :;;aid, "to increase the consumption of wheat. I believe the price of the
Thanksgiving turkey will be no · higher than last
year and possibly lower. A complete s.urvey
has not been made."
ARNOLD'S TREASON MARKED BY TABLET
More than 500 members of the Rockland County
Society and guest s attended the unveiling of a
tablet near Haverstraw the other afternoon,
marking the spot where Benedict Arnold first
met Major Andre, in 1780, to make arrangements
for the deliverance of West Point to the British.
Dr. Alexander C. Frick, State Historian, was the
principle -6peaker.
A dinner-dance was held at Bear Mountain Inn
for the visitors. The speakers included, besides
Dr. Frick, former State Senator George A. Blauvelt of Rockland County and the Rev. Paul Hollingshead of Haverstraw. The affair was one
of a series of historical markings planned in this
section.
The tablet was placed in a huge boulder near
the Hudson River. It is inscribed a s follows:
"Between this bou lder and the rivel' is the place
where Benedict Arnold first met Major John Andre, Adjutant General of the British Army, to
plan for the surrender of West Point to the British. Major Andre landed from the Vulture the
evening of Sept. 21, 1780. Early the following
morning the conspirators repaired to the home of
Joshua H. Smith, about three miles to the north,
where Arnold finally agreed to surrend_er West
Point for .£10,000 and a commission in the British
Army. From the Smith house Andre attempted
to return to the British lines. He was captured
at Tarrytown and tried, convicted and executed
wi.s a spy at Tappan, Oct. 2, 1780."
·Near this spot in the Ramapo Mountain s is the
iron mine operated until this spring where the
colonists forged the iron chain which was stret ched across the Hudson River to keep the British
fleet from reaching West Point in accordance with
the plans given to Andre by Arnold. Pa1·t s of
this chain are now in the West Point Academy.
This mine and several other historical spots
near here which have been under rigid investigation recently by the State author ities will all be
properly marked in the near future.

.

FRENCH
DEVAST.ATED
TERRITORY
There are two dominant sounds in the devastated villages of France-the pounding of ham-'
REBUILDING

mers in day-ligbt hours and the lively strains of
American jazz after the sturdy peasants have
eaten their cheese and drank their wine. During
the day the workmen are busy building new
frames and piling up stones and bricks. In the
evening many of them dance in tiny halls above
shell-torn hotels where American ways were introduced by American soldiers. Another touch
of the American influence in these little t owns is
seen in the light that streams from shop windows
after nightfall. French storekeepers u sed to close
,
earlier.
The devastated reg ions resemble nothing more
than the mining camps of the American West.
At Lens and Lille swarms of Greeks, Italians,
Poles and Russians work beside the Frenchmen
in clearing the mines and rehabilitating the factcries. They eat t ogeth er in big din ing rooms accommodating perhaps 200 men, and they are a
merry lot.
New buildings, much cleaner than anything
Paris has to show, are rising from the debris. The
walls of the :pew cafes are well decorated, without
the over-sweet sort of art found in the capital.
The lights shine bright],y in these little places.
About 5,000 houses hav J been built in L en s since
1918, normal industry has been resumed in most
of the factories, and the mines are i:Jeing pumped
dry with the aid of powerful machines supplied
by the Government. These are the mines that
were so thoroughly wrecked and flooded by the
Germans as to be thought beyond hope of repair.
Arras also is hard at work. Carpente.rs set up
their workshops in the streets and saw wood in
the public squar e. Others utilize the curious subcellars, or "boves," which were quarried out of the
rock in the twelfth century and gave protection
to life in the bombardments of the great war.
In Arras. in the thirty-one months of German atr
tack only 252 hou,;es out of 4,521 escaped injury.
About 2,000 houses have been restored, and work
on others goes· forward rapidly. The rains of
autumn do not hinder the workmen; they wear
long raincoats with hoods attached, and though
the water often drips from their mustaches they
keep on the job.
The houses of Arras can be rebuilt, but the art
treasure!i_ of the town are destroyed forever. Some
of these dated from the time of Clovis. Since-.the
t welfth century Arras has been noted for its
archit ectural beauty. The huge central market
place was a square surrounded by 155 arcaded
and gabled houses and 345 monolithic columns
ad orned with Doric ca pitals, supporting ellipticai
arches. In the square the Duke of Bur gundy held
his tournaments, and here the people for miles
around met to conduct their business transactions.
The entire square is now in ruins. The Town
Hall was shelled to bits, only a few fragm ents remaining.
Of the famous old Abbey of St. Vaast only the
charred walls of tl,Je inner and outer facades
stand to-day. A sign informs tourists that the
French Government is preserving the ruins as a
war memo1·ial.

Finger Print Outfit
I am making this wonderfu l ofl'er to those who enroll right now to learn this fnsrl nntlng, big-paying
profession. J ust think, I will give you a fine professional Finger Print Outfit absolutely FREE or
cha rge. The outfit is exactly like the one I use m yself. It is just what you will use when you are
a Finger Print Expert. Burry! Take advantage o! this special oll'er before it is withdrawn.

Work on Real Cases
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If Rup~red
Try This Free
Apply it to Any Rupture, Old or Recent,
Large or SmaH, and You are on
the Road That Has Convinced Thousands,

Sent Free to Prove This
Anyone ruptured, man, woman or child,
should write at once to W. 8. R ice, 556-C
Main St., .Adams, N. Y., for a free trial of
bis wonderful stimulating application. Just
put It on the rupture and the muscles begin
to tighten; they begin to bind together so
t bat the opening closes naturally and the
need of a support or truss or appliance 11
then done away with. Don't neglect to send
for this tree trial. Even 1t your rupture
doesn't bother you what Is the u~e of wear•
Ing supports all your lite? Why sul!'er this
nuisance? Why run the risk of gangrene and
such dangers from a small and Innocent little
rupture, the kind that has thrown thousands
on the operating table? A host of men and
women are dally running such risk just because their ruptures do not hurt nor prevent
them from getting around. Write at once
tor this free trlnl, as It Is certainly a wonderful thing and bas aided in the cure of
rnptures that were as big as 11, man' ■ two
fists. Try and write at once, UBlnll' the cou•
pon below.
Free tor Rupture
W. S. Rice, Inc.1
556-C Main St., .Adams, N. Y.
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.-----..,Miss Verdie Bolt's hair was
coming out by combfuls and
complete loss seemed sure. She
writes that she was terribly
worried. Then somebody told
her about Kot a lko. She
started using it. Her hair soon
stopped from falling and from
.
coming away on the comb and
'·
brush, and developed new,
beautiful, healthy growth. The photo shows
what 3 boxes of Kotalko did. There are legions
of other such wonderful cases on record. Kotallto
is for a,,.en's, women's and children's hair.
Genuine Kotalko contai111 real bear oil, juice of the
rare pilocarpw plant and ten other ingredients. You may
buy lt at a busy druggist's. Guarantee in each box. Or
write for proof box with boolclet free by mail. Addres.s:
1

Kotal Company, Q-370, Station L. New York.

_ALI.EN'- OUTLAWS '.'
.A. new illustrated book In 42 chap
ten. Tells the provocation tb.lt led
VP to the most daring gunfight on
record where they sboot.ibe Judge
Sheriff, Statea attorney, JI Jurors,
and 8 othen In the Hillsville Court
Room, All crimes have a woman
back of it, and BOYS. this one is
~ ' 1 worth reading. Large bound book
="'---"=""'-....:..~-:.J lnl'_lain -apper for TEN Centit..
ROYAL BOOK CO. Dept603So. Norwalk. Colllllo

Amerlean

WILD GEESE
HALT TRAIN
Wild geese
thronging
the
right of ay of
the S p o k a n e Portland Railway
north of Wallula,
Wash., have interfered seriously
with the operation of trains. So
numerous are the
big birds that
several times it
has been necessary to stop trains
that the bewild e r e d honkers
might
not
be
slaughtered
by
hundreds.
Enginemen try to
drive the bords

from the tracks

by
tremendous
blasts from the
locomotive whistles.
The geese are
arriving in large
Earn Big Money flocks from their
Travel. Write Dept. K, A r c t i c nesting
Detecilve-System, 1968 Broadway, haunts. They rest
New York City
·
along the Columbia River for 100
miles
up
and
d own
stream.
During the early
•! ;. ~- .Pt,_.ttr,; morning
and late
easy; I pfa,-ed
evening they rise
■ after llftean
notea and am defor flights into
liabted." No need to
~8,,0:n1~6;s:.,_~;o/~~ neighboring
wheat fields to
feed. In the middle of. the day
they return from
ad Jut,~ name. Wben the Su:
arrl•• pi&; tb• poet.man onbff08r-- tho :fields witk
ot .. • f--~••l• .........
overfilled
crops
aftlud or ;;rtulf Nfu.nt:ud,.
a '&
and rest on the
Fld~~•,rts~PANY, DeDt. 2464
75 w. Van Buren
Chrcaao, llllnola
warm sand dunes
along the railroad
and overflow the
tracks.
A sort of protection is afforded the geese ·by
roosting on t~•
said dunes.
Instinctively they
appear to realize
that men cannot
traverse the soft
yielding material1
safely, while their
webbed feet act
on the sliding
sand as snowshoes act on snow.

Send
No Money

HOLLAND 'S
COLONIES

The
foreign
possessions
of
Holland are far
m o r e extensive
than most people
imagine.
The
D u t c h colonial
possessions in the
East Indies, extending from Sumatre to New
Guinea, are nea:rly 60 ·times as
large
as
themother
country
and have over six
times the population. The colonies form two
K!'OUps known as
the Dutch East
Indies and the
Dutch West Indies. The Dutch
East Indies comprise Java and
Nadura, the outposts
Sumatra
Dutch,
Borneo,
Riau - L i n g g a
Archipelago, Banca, Billiton, Celebes, M o t u c c·a
Archipelago, the
small Sunda • Islands and part of
New Guinea, the
total area being
square
736,400
miles. The Dutch
West Indies comprise the colony
of Dutch Guinea,
or Surinam, in ·
South America,
and the Colony of
Curacao and the
Islands of Aruba,
Buea Ayre, Eustatius, Saba and
half of St. Martin, the total area
,.aeing
55,863
""-rquare m i 1 e s .
The s•e colonies
1..
with Holland itself are so situat.ed a s to their difference of longitude, that like the
possessions
of
Great Britain and
France, t he sun is
always shining- on
some one ,of them.

•~~.!t~~!!,l~~f!o!lp~1Ief.L
· 50c~
''.$ 1~

QUICK HAIR CROWTHI
Box Free To Your

1111.
Would l'Olf Liu Such a RuvU III f'flf,P

-

Do J'011 want,, r-, a vial bos or i r - •
kott, that b u proved nooee1fltl In n DJaDT

:;u·!.l!:~:~ ~~~r~Jtra;r::;fRtta~i:
DjA'tt~(SS~ i::~a~=!:~ FREE
T hfs famou1 preparation U

fot'

dandru1f, thln-

• n ew h air rrowtb hu been reported wbeu

;1!:1;:o~r1 f•~::kot~T. ':!I ~o!::ea':S.
wcnnen1 lib porreou,- barmleu and ol'teQ
.

atarLI b.&lr 1rowth lo.• few

day ■ •

Addreut

Kotkott Laboratory, D .•375, Station F, New York. N.Y.

BIG VALUE-for. ·10 Gls.
6 Songs, word• and music; 26 Pictures Pretty Girla ;40 Wafs to Make
Money; 1 Joke Book; J)ook on
Love; 1 Magic Book; 1 Boo~ Letter
Writing ; 1 Dream Book and Fortune Teller; 1 Cook Book; 1 Base
Ball llook, gives rules for game,: 1
Toy Maker Book; Language of

Flowers; 1 Morse Telegraph Alpha-

bet; 12

Chemical

Erperlments;

ar-'~ Age Table; Great North Pole

Game· 100 Conundrums; 8 Paazle1;
12 Games; BO Verses for Autograph Albums. ' All
the above by mail for IO eta, and ~ eta• .PO•?ge.
Royal Sales Oo., Dtsk lH, South Norwalk, Ot.

TOBACCO

Some Radio and It's

GIVEN AWAY ·

Say, fell ows, l'll tell yo u how y ou ca n get a
R adio Set like m in e without s pending a
sing le peny for it. M:v s et ca me to me complete, a ll read y t o use, with s ingle sllde tuning co ll, cry stal d et ector·, 1,hone c ondell.8M

and double Rico h ead s phones.
No ex pense for batteries-:t hey're n ot need ed with my' set. The set 's a dandy - I
wouldn't take $15 for it.
·
Read what other fell ows s ay a bo ut their
sets , then send your n ame to -day t o t he
Home Supply Co., 131 Duane Street, Dept. 366.
They'll tell you how a few minutes of your
spa re time will bring you a set ilke m ine
without costing ·y ou a penny.

Here' s---What the
Fellows Say ·

I have received the "Crystal Set." We get
wonderful results. We are 22mlles directly
west of· Philadelphia, A lillt of stations received perhaps will be of interest to you:
WOH, Schenectady, N. Y., W.EIAFLNew York;
WHAZ, 'Troy, N. Y. ; KDKA. ,(jJaet Pittsburgh: WOO, Pblladelphla ; WIP, Philadelphia; WFI, Phila delpbla.
An~ form,. ciaan,cisarettea,pipe, chewinc or ■nuff
For a cr ystal set we t hink this a wonderful
Guaranteed . Harml<oN. Complete treatment sent
range.
When th e ·atmos ph ere is right we get
!l!!!ri•I. c...ta Sl ,OO'if it curea. Not!,inll' if it failo.
these s tations ver y clearly , especia llv the
:s U PERB.A. CO. 11-21, BaltimOH, Md. ones
in New Yo rk Sta te.
·
Again tha nkin g y ou f or yo ur many fa vors,
I am ,
Most since rely,
R. B. B. , Box 182, Paoli, Pa.
R ecei ved a R adio Set from your company
1ome
time
ago,
t hought perha ps i t wo"
Comics, <;artoons, Commercial, Newspaper Interest you toand
know that I r each fur th er
nnd Magazine Illustrating, P a stel Crayon . thau the twen t y m
iles the p a per stated . T he
Port r a it s and Fashions. By Mail or Local
llowi ng a re the stations which I r each:
Cla s ses. E asy method. Write for t erms and fo
WOO, P hllad elphia, P a . ; WEAF , New Yor k:
List of successful etud en ts.
Ciy: WOR, Newark, N, J . ; WJZ, ·Newark,
ASl!IOCIATl!lD ABT •TUDIOS
N. ;r,
A-91 Flatiron Rullcllns, New York
You rs r espectf ully,
H .B. rr.

Habit Cured or No Pay

$ - - - OLD !llONEY WANTED - - - $

$2 t o ~00 EACII paid fo r hu ndred s of old
coi us. K eep AL L Old or odd money, i t ru" y
be VE RY va1u a ble. Send 10 ct s. tor ILL C!:l ·
'.L'R ATEO COfN YAL UE BOO K. 4xt;. G~t
roRted . \V p puy CA!'\ H .

CLARKE COIN CO ., Ave, 13, LeRoy, N .

HOME SUPPLY

CO

131 Duane St.,
Dept. 366
New, York
Y, I

WILD WEST WEEKLY
- - LATEST ISSUES - 1067 Young Wlld West Balking tbe "Bad" Men; or,

Saved by the Clever Chtnee.
1068 '" Leading the Cowboys; or, Arlette's Fight With
the Rustlers.
1069 " Outwitting the Outlaws; or, Dandy Dick's Defiance.
1070 " Pursuing the Pawnees; or, Arletta nnd the Red•
skin Princess.
1071 " and "Cunning Chip"; or, The Gold Gang of
the Gulch .
1072 " and the Border Crooks; or, .Arletta and the
Smuggler Queen.
1073 " Fighting the Fire Fiends; or, 0 Saving a Herd
of Cattle.
1075 " and the Silent Scout; or, The Sign That Saved
the Settlement.
1076 " Staking a Tenderloot; or, .Arletta and the Griz•
zly Bear.
1077 " Roping the "Ghost Dancers"; or, Spoiling an
Indian Outbrenk.
1078 " Capturing a Claim; or, .Arletta and the Gold
Pocket.
1079 " and the Deadwood Dead shot; or, The Man Who
Was H a rd to Beat.
1
1080 " Reaculng a Rancbman; or, .Arletta and the
RenegRde Cowboys.
1081 " BPtrayed by a Greaser; or, Sealed ln an Aztec
~
Tomb.
1082 " FIJ?bt nt thP Forks; or, Arletta and th e Lost
Emigrant Tra in.
1083 " and tlH• D es perado;• or. Th e Maske<l Men ot the
]\fountain.
1084 " W esto n W elcome : or, Arlettn 's Birthday Gift.
108!'.I " Rapid-Fire F!J?l1t : or, H oldlnJ? 11 Cave of Gold .
1086 " at a Cow hoy "Shindig"; or, Arl etta Calling a
Blu1'1'.
1087 " and Senor Santo; or. The Brlgnnds of the
Bord er.
1088 " Calling the Cavalry; or, Arl etta's Thrilling Ride.
1089 " R ~ady Rifle; or, The Bullet That Found a
Mark.
1090 " Road .Agent Rqund -Up; or, .Arle~ta Carrying
'
the Mall .
1091 " and the Red Ranchero; or, The Plot to Burn
a Settlement.
1092 " On a Puzzling Trail: or, .Arlette's Nuggpt Clue.
1093 " Fight In the Sagebrush; or, The Richest Spot
ln Nevada.
1094 " and Little Moccasin; or, Arlettn's Pawnee Peril.
1093 " Stopping a "Shoot-Up"; or, The Grudge That
Neper Was Paid.
1006 " On the Frontier; or, .Arletta and the Mexican
Outlaws.
1097 " and "Three-Fingered Tom"; or, The Toughest
Man in Camp.
1098 " Richest Panottt; or, A'rletta and th e IDdden.
Cave. ·
1099 " and the Ropers; or, A. Jl'inieh Fight On the
•..., tt •
,
Ranae.
1100 " Trailing the Jlhcpre111 Thieves; or, 4ne a I
Golden Reward.
1101 " Trimming the Toughs I or, Making Music tor
ft_ Dance.
1102 " Bandit Shake-Up; or, Arletta's Daring Decepldd
tion.
en
1103 " Red Hot Fight; or, The Bldalgo's
Haunt.
••• ar,le by all newadeale,,a, M wlU be 1eat te - ,
n•<1ret1a •• receipt of pwtc,.,, 7• per co•Y, lo monor of
oooflaare 1tampo, lty
UIG

HARRY 11. WOLFF, Pablhller, lno.,
New Yerll:
1111 ltreet,

W- ■ t

SCENARIOS

a.

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Prlco 35 Cents Per Copy ·
This book contains nll the m ost rece_nt changes In
th method of cons truction and su bm1sslon of scena~los. Sixty Lessons, covering every 1,>haee of sce•
narlo writing. For sale by nil News.d ealers aud Bookstores If you cannot procure a copy, send us the
price, '35 cents, In money or postage stamp s, nnd we
will mnll you on e. post a ge free. Add ress
L. SENARENS, 219 Seventh Ave., New York, N. 1'.

OUR TEN - CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and ~musing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
No. 26.

H OW TO R OW, SAIL AND BfilLD A BOAT.

- Fully Illustrated. Full instructions are given in this
l!ttl e book, together with instructions on swimming and
ridin g, companion sports to boating.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Every one ts
desirou s of knowing what his future life will bring
forth, whether happiness or mystery, wealth or poverty.
You can tell by a glance at this little book. Buy one
and be convinced.
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-EYery
boy should know how Inventions originated. This hook
explains them all, giving examples In electricity, hydra ulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, etc.
No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE. - Containing the rules
and etiquette of good society and the ea sies t and most
approved metbods of appearing to good advantage at
parties, balls, the theatre, church, and in the drawingroom.
No, 85. HOW TO PLAY 0A.'1ES . ._ .A complete and
useful l!ttle book, containing the rules and regulations
of billiards, bagatelle, back -gammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRU)IS.-Contalnlng all th e leading- conundrums of the d ay, amusing riddles, curi ous catches and witty sa .vlngs.
No. 49. HOW TO l\IAKE A)ID SET TRAPS.-Includlng hints on how to catch mol es, weasels , otter, rats,
s q uirrels and birds. .Also how to cure skin s. Copiously
Illustrated.
No, 41, THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S
,JOKE BOOK. - Containing a great variety of the latest

jokes used by tbe mos t famous end men . No amaleur
minstrels le complete without this wonderful littl e hook.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP
No. 42.
SPEAKER. - Containing a vnried a ssortment of Stump

speeches. Negro, Dutch nnd Irish. .Also end men's
jokes. Ju s t the thing for home amu sement and amateur
shows.
No. 45.

THE BOYS OF NEW YORK llllNSTREL

GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK. - Something new and very
Instructive. Every boy should obtain this book, as lt
contains full instructions tor organizing an amateur
minstrel troupe.
No. 46. HOW TO llli\KE AND USE i:LECTRICITY.
-A descrlptfon of the4wonderful uses of electrlcitv and
electro magnetism; together with full Instructions for
making Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel,
.A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty Illustrations.
No. 48, HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A
handy book for boys, containing full directi ons for constructing canoes and the most popular manner of sailIng them. Fully Illustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE. - Giving rules tor conducting debates, outlines for debates, questions for discussion atfd the best sources for procuring- Information
•
on the questions given.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF Brans AND ANIMALS._
A valuable book, giving Instructions In collecting, preparing, mounting and preserving birds, animals nnd
Insects.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Contalnlng explanations of the general prJnclpJ es of sleightof-hand applicable to card tricks; of card tricks with
ordinary cards , and n ot requiring sleigh t-of-hand; of
tricks Involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of specially
prepared cards . Illustrated.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS. - A wonderfn
little book, telltng you how to write to your sweetheart,
your fa th er , mother, sister, brother, employer• irud, In
f act . ever yhod :v an d anybody you wish to write to.
No. M. HOW TO KEEP AND lllANAOE PETS. Givi ng complete information as to the manner and method ot rai sing, kee ping, taming, breeding and managln,r
all kinds of pets; a lso glvlbg full In st ructi ons tor making cages, etc. Fully explained by twent y- eight illustrations.
For sale by all news,lealers, or will be sent to an7
address on receipt of price, I0c. Per copy,

In money or stnmpa, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
l'iew York Cit1
166 West 23d Street,

